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This inspiring book gives you a splendid example of how to live as a Christian in a secular
environment that can be indifferent or hostile to your Faith. For Elisabeth Leseur had two great
loves: God and her husband Felix, who was an atheist. Felix loved Elisabeth as well; yet to their
mutual sorrow, he couldn t share the life of the Spirit that Elisabeth cherished.Occasionally the
happiness of their life together in upper-class Parisian society was shattered by Felix s
frustration and impatience. How could such an intelligent woman waste her time, as he saw it,
with ignorant superstitions? Sometimes he and his friends would even ridicule and mock her
faith.But Elisabeth loved Felix too much to allow their home to degenerate into an emotional war
zone. She realized that confrontations and arguments were useless; she chose instead to keep
quiet and pray for Felix. In her secret diary she recorded how she used his efforts to destroy her
faith as means to grow in love for him and for God.Throughout their life together, it grieved
Elisabeth to think that Felix might be separated from her for all eternity because of his rejection
of God.For her, life in Heaven wouldn t be happy without him. Yet when she died prematurely,
Felix was still an unbeliever.The story doesn t end there. When Felix found this diary, he
discovered how Elisabeth s whole life bore witness to the truth of the God she loved.In time,
Felix was transformed by the diary and his memories of Elisabeth. He became a Christian and,
later, a priest. Now she may even be declared a saint. Elisabeth s diary and spiritual writings (all
included in this one volume) map out for you a path to marital harmony and greater love for God
 especially if you love someone who stands outside the Faith. Let Elisabeth s two great loves,
and her faith and perseverance, inspire you now.

Robin Maas, John Paul II Institute for Studies on Marriage and FamilyNo spiritual writer has
taught me more than this French housewife about the sanctifying power of the sacrament of
marriage, especially those unions that for one reason or another might be labeled difficult. A true
spiritual sister of St. Thérèse of Lisieux, Elisabeth Leseur discovered and practiced her own
Little Way a form of sacrificial love and asceticism uniquely suited to the domestic context.Lynn
Nordhagen, When Only One ConvertsElisabeth Leseur s example of courageous generosity can
strengthen every marriage, whether healthy or troubled. With lustrous humility and grace, she
lights our way toward holiness in marriage, effective prayer for our loved ones, and the heights of
personal sanctity.Fr. Joseph Esper, Saintly SolutionsA profound self-portrait of a soul molded
and transformed by divine grace. If St. Augustine s Confessions is analogous to the sun bright,
powerful, and penetrating then Elisabeth Leseur s Secret Diary is like the moon: soft, friendly,
and enchanting in its spiritual beauty.--Personal EndorsementsFrom the Back CoverThis
inspiring book gives you a splendid example of how to live as a Christian in a secular
environment that can be indifferent or hostile to your Faith. For Elisabeth Leseur had two great



loves: God, and her husband Felix. Felix loved Elisabeth as well; yet to their mutual sorrow, he
couldn't share the life of the Spirit that Elisabeth cherished.Occasionally the happiness of their
life together in upper-class Parisian society was shattered by Felix's frustration and impatience.
How could such an intelligent woman waste her time, as he saw it, with ignorant superstitions?
Sometimes he and his friends would even ridicule and mock her faith.But Elisabeth loved Felix
too much to allow their home to degenerate into an emotional war zone. She realized that
confrontations and arguments were useless; she chose instead to keep quiet and pray for Felix.
In her secret diary, she recorded how she used his efforts to destroy her faith as means to grow
in love for him and for God.Throughout their life together, it grieved Elisabeth to think that Felix
might be separated from her for all eternity because of his rejection of God. For her, life in
Heaven wouldn't be happy without him. Yet when she died prematurely, Felix was still an
unbeliever.The story doesn't end there. When Felix found this diary, he discovered how
Elisabeth's whole life bore witness to the truth of the God she loved.In time, Felix was
transformed by the diary and his memories of Elisabeth. He became a Christian and, later, a
priest. Now she may even be declared a saint. Elisabeth's diary and spiritual writings (all
included in this one volume) map out for you a path to marital harmony and greater love for God
especially if you love someone who stands outside the Faith. Let Elisabeth's two great loves, and
her faith and perseverance, inspire you now.
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from Atheist to PriestElisabeth LeseurSOPHIA INSTITUTE PRESS®Manchester, New
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(Manchester, New Hampshire: Sophia Institute Press, 1998).Copyright © 2002 Sophia Institute
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passages in a review.Sophia Institute Press®Box 5284, Manchester, NH
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1866-1914.[Journal et pensées de chaque jour. English]The secret diary of Elisabeth Leseur :
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darkness. c1998.Includes bibliographical references.1. Leseur, Elisabeth, 1866-1914 — Diaries.
2. Catholics — France Diaries. 3. Wives — France — Diaries. 4. Catholic Church Apologetic
works. I. Leseur, Elisabeth, 1866-1914. Vie spirituelle. English. II. Title.BX4705.L6117 A3
2002282’.092 — dc212001008051ChronologyElisabeth LeseurFelix Leseur— At home in Paris,
1910 —The lives of Elisabeth and Felix Leseur1861March 22: The birth of Felix
Leseur.1866October 16: The birth of Pauline Elisabeth Arrighi.1879May 15:Elisabeth receives
her first Holy Communion, followed the next day by Confirmation.1887Elisabeth meets Felix at
the home of mutual friends.1889May 23: Elisabeth and Felix are officially engaged.July 31:
Elisabeth and Felix are married.September: Elisabeth falls ill with an intestinal abscess, which
never fully heals.1893Elisabeth and Felix travel to Italy.1896April-May: Elisabeth and Felix travel
to Tunisia and Algeria. Elisabeth experiences a crisis of faith and abandons
religion.1897Elisabeth and Felix tour the Austro-Hungarian Empire.1898Elisabeth returns to the
practice of the Faith.1899Summer: Elisabeth and Felix visit Russia, Turkey, and
Greece.1899Spring-Summer: Elisabeth and Felix travel to Spain, Morocco, and
Germany.1901Summer: Elisabeth and Felix visit Holland; Elisabeth’s liver problems
begin.1902Elisabeth and Felix construct a summer house at Jougne.1903March: Elisabeth
meets Fr. R. P. Hébert, O.P., her future spiritual director.1903April: Elisabeth and Felix travel to
Rome for Holy Week; she has an audience with Pope Leo XIII and formally consecrates her life
to God in St. Peter’s.1905April 13: Elisabeth’s sister Juliette dies of tuberculosis.1907Autumn:
Elisabeth suffers renewed liver troubles; her doctors require her to adopt a regimen of rest and
quiet.1911April 10: Surgeons remove a cancerous tumor from Elisabeth’s breast.1912June:
Accompanied by Felix, Elisabeth makes a pilgrimage to Lourdes.1913February-March:
Symptoms of Elisabeth’s cancer recur. July: Elisabeth’s final decline begins.1914May 3:



Elisabeth Leseur dies in the arms of Felix.1915Felix reconciles to the Catholic
Church.1917Spring: Felix publishes Elisabeth’s Journal et pensées de chaque jour.1919Felix
enters the novitiate of the Dominican order.1923March 23: Felix takes final monastic
vows.1923July 8: Felix is ordained to the priesthood.1924-1942Felix travels throughout Europe
giving talks about Elisabeth’s doctrine and her apostolate and publishes more of her writings. At
the urging of Felix and others, the Church initiates the process for Elisabeth’s canonization.
World War II and Felix’s declining health soon interrupt these efforts.1950February 27: Felix
Leseur dies.1990The Church reopens the cause for Elisabeth’s canonization.The cause for the
canonization of Elisabeth Leseur is being handled in Rome by:Fr. Innocenzo Venchi,
O.P.Postulator GeneralisCuria Generalizia dei Padri Domenicani Convento Santa Sabina
(Aventino)Piazza Pietro d’Illiria, 100153 Roma (Italia)Telephone: (39) 6 57 941Fax: (39) 6 57 50
675e-mail: postulatio@dominicans.itIn Memoriamby Felix Leseur“My God, have pity on us, on
me!”(Elisabeth’s prayer during her suffering)By the time this volume appears, I shall have left the
world, and entered the novitiate of the Order of Friars Preachers. The evolution of my soul and of
my whole existence since the age of four and a half years will then have reached its logical
termination.It is always wonderful and impressive to contemplate the action of God’s grace, and
to see how sweet and strong — and at the same time how simple and human — are the means
He employs to guide a man to the path designed for him from the beginning. God alone acts,
utilizing and rewarding the prayers sent up, the sacrifices and sufferings accepted and
sometimes voluntarily sought and offered up for the conversion of a soul. He alone takes
possession of the soul and claims it for His service.My beloved wife, Elisabeth, prayed
incessantly for my return to the Faith and to the practice of religion; day by day for this intention
did she accept and offer up all her privations, sacrifices, trials, sufferings, and at the end, even
her death.1But she did this secretly, for she never argued with me and never spoke to me of the
supernatural side of her life, save by her example. She carried out herself the advice that she
gave in her Journal: “Let us not think that by our personal action we can hasten the coming of
God’s Kingdom in souls. As soon as the divine hour has come, our efforts will be useless, or
rather they will only be an active prayer, an appeal to Him who transforms and saves.
Nevertheless, let us make this appeal to Him with the humble conviction that He alone will do
what must be done, and will bring life to the souls for which we act and pray.”I have, since her
death, learned to appreciate the eloquence and persuasive power of her silence. God heard the
constant prayer that it concealed and, when the sacrifice was fully accomplished, answered it
abundantly. In His infinite goodness, He allowed the silence to be broken after Elisabeth’s death,
so that she spoke to and instructed me in my innermost thoughts, as she would never have done
in life, and very often I might have exclaimed, “Being dead, she speaketh.” But above all, her
intercession, when it became more direct and more powerful, called forth our divine Lord’s grace
and mercy, so that He let my poor soul hear His voice.God has completed the conversion which
was begun in me by the shining influence of my holy companion, Elisabeth, and which was
determined by reading her writings, particularly her Journal and Thoughts, which I found after



her death and which are presented in this volume, along with a number of her other writings.The
genesis of these pagesThese pages were not written day by day, but, rather, when their author,
impelled by an inner compulsion, felt the need to pour out in secret the thoughts and emotions
that filled her heart.And although she gave one of her manuscripts the name of Journal, it is not
a journal in the true sense of the word. She wrote irregularly, often at long intervals; little is
related of the events of her life.Strictly speaking, Elisabeth’s Journal is the history of a soul,
noting the principal stages of its evolution, a kind of examination of conscience set down by
hand at odd moments. And as the author wrote for herself alone, this conscience disclosed itself
to God in all simplicity, truth, and freedom, without a thought of style or of composition. It will be
seen how absent is literary artifice from these pages, so perfect in form, so sublime in
inspiration, so devoid of effort and affectation. Just as her thoughts came to her she put them
down, as fast as her pen would write, in a flowing hand, with nothing added later and hardly a
word crossed out, showing no sign of effort, but only the impulse of the spirit.I did not suspect
the existence of this journal; it was revealed to me only after the writer’s death, by her sister to
whom she had given some passages from it in confidence — a single, happy, and providential
act of trust by which the manuscript was saved. The author, in her humble modesty, considering
that it had given her all the spiritual benefits she had expected from it, wished to burn it. Her
sister intervened again and again to dissuade her, and her affectionate insistence prevented the
destruction. “You are right,” she said to her sister one day. “When I am dead my dear husband
will read this, and it will explain many things to him!”The parts of this bookI found the manuscript
of the Journal and saw that there was a long interval or gap in it. Begun on September 11, 1899,
it ended for the first time on August 11, 1906, filling one school copybook bound in black. In a
similar copybook it was suddenly resumed on October 19, 1911, to be continued until January 9,
1914, when, in the writer’s last illness, and a few months before her death, she could write no
more. Therefore, from August 1906 to October 1911 there was a gap of more than five years, all
the more regrettable because those years were among the most interesting of Elisabeth
Leseur’s religious development. It was the period when her soul firmly and definitely began to
walk in the narrow way of sanctification where divine predestination was leading it.However,
Providence has permitted this gap to be filled in. In making further search, I came upon a
copybook called Book of Resolutions, which filled up this gap and slightly overlapped the
second part of the Journal, since it began in October, 1906, to end on July 18, 1912. And this
was indeed, as I had supposed, the decisive time in an exceptionally edifying life; this copybook
is one of the most moving parts of the whole work, differing slightly from the Journal in
arrangement, but thoroughly in keeping with it; and its dates provide helpful points of
reference.The Daily Thoughts are entirely distinct from the Journal, although contained in one of
the same copybooks, preceding the Journal’s second part. They are detached fragments,
written down from day to day, when daily meditation or prayer might prompt them, and when the
writer judged them worth preserving.Some of them are more developed, even taking on a
certain hymn-like character, such as that which follows the unhappy date of April 13, 1905. But



most of the time they take the usual form of such thoughts: they are sometimes very short, often
more detailed, composed in a style that is forceful and concise. They send a ray of living and
unforgettable light into the recesses of the soul and spirit. Written during the same years as the
Journal, or, more exactly, during the first seven years, from 1899 to 1906, they underline,
develop, and complete it, and are its best commentary.I have added as an epilogue to
Elisabeth’s private writings the Spiritual Testament, which left me the last thoughts and final
advice of her whom I had just lost. I greatly hesitated before making public a document of so
intimate a nature, but I was strongly encouraged to do so, and I submitted to the arguments that
were put before me. And the Spiritual Testament is in fact the natural conclusion to her spiritual
diary; it shows what exquisite charity and surprising tenderness this holy soul carried to the
threshold of the tomb, and what were her constant spiritual preoccupations even to her
death.Thus, the Journal, the Book of Resolutions, the Daily Thoughts, and the Spiritual
Testament succeed each other in chronological order, and enlighten, explain, and complete
each other. The loftiness of inspiration grows, the approach to God is continuous, and certain
passages, such as those that end the Journal (July 16, 1913 and January 9, 1914), have a
sound that is already not of this earth.Finally, included here are a number of prayers and works
of spiritual guidance that Elisabeth wrote for friends and relatives who asked her for spiritual
help. These writings further reveal the secret of her goodness and how her holy example won
souls for Christ.Such is the manuscript; let us now see what its author was.Elisabeth sought
holiness while living in the worldRenunciation, detachment, voluntary poverty, dislike of the
world, sacrifice and forgetfulness of self, acceptance of suffering, and utmost charity toward God
and neighbor are the theme of each one of these pages.A reader might well suppose them to be
written by a religious, or at least by a woman living apart in some voluntary retreat or exceptional
circumstances. The reader might indeed say, “This is certainly very beautiful and very admirable,
but almost too much for me. I could never find myself in a similar state of interior life; I could not
therefore follow so steep a way, nor profit by such an example. In the incidents and worries of
daily life how could one realize so lofty an ideal?”And in this the reader would be entirely
mistaken; for the writer was a woman of the world, living in the world and fulfilling superbly the
obligations of her state.Elisabeth Leseur was born on October 16, 1866 and was thirty-three
when she began to write her Journal in September, 1899; she was therefore still in the full bloom
of her youth. We liked at this time to have guests and to pay visits; we had made for ourselves a
very comfortable home; we led a varied existence, enriched by wonderful travels from which we
both derived great satisfaction.With a mind open to everything, remarkably quick and
penetrating, she rejoiced in everything beautiful in nature or in the genius of man. A very
cultivated woman, she had learned Latin, knew English, spoke and wrote Russian fluently, and
had begun to master Italian when illness struck her down in the last months of 1913. She knew
how to understand and appreciate art in every form — painting, sculpture, music, and literature;
and her travels in Spain, Italy, northern Africa, Greece, the East, Russia, and Germany had
made her taste very fine and true.Her conversation was lively, interesting, attractive, and



spirited, but always simple and modest, without ever making a show of her intellectual
superiority.She was thoroughly gay and took care to be so always; she even considered gaiety a
virtue. In her final years, she remembered gladly that St. Teresa of Avila2 (who, along with St.
Catherine of Siena,3was among her favorite saints and whose works were among her bedside
books) recommended her sisters to be always gay. Her lovely laughter rang out at every
opportunity, with its fresh, frank sound.Elisabeth was a warm friend to allPhysically she was very
attractive, with ways and manners full of distinction, and a kindness that made her always
welcoming, smiling, and amiable, a perfect hostess — in short, the accomplished mistress of
her house. Being greatly drawn to young people, who repaid her affection fully, she had made
her home a center of warmth and gentility, as eagerly frequented as she was herself sought
out.But she put family affection before everything. The Journal and the Spiritual Testament show
sufficiently her intense affection for and devotion to those who belonged to her. If God had willed
her to have children — this was her great desire, and the privation was an inconsolable grief —
she would have proved herself a true Christian mother, as she showed in the maternal love she
bore her niece and nephews. These dear children loved her well in return, even while unable to
realize the full extent of their loss when she died.But she was also a rare friend, in whom might
be found a singular power of affection. This was very apparent in her last years. Her state of
health then necessitated great care. We went out hardly at all and entertained very little; she
paid no more visits and frequently spent the day stretched out in her invalid’s chair; yet visitors
flocked to her, and never perhaps was her company more sought out. I sometimes even dreaded
the fatigue that might result from all these long talks. She had become more and more a center
of attraction, and there is nothing more touching and consoling to me than to think of the anxious
sympathy that surrounded her in the last months of her life, and the vivid, tender remembrance
— a veritable cult — in which she is held by all those who knew her.Elisabeth hid her self-
mortificationsWhen, in 1900, detachment from the world began to work little by little in her, and
when in 1906 the renunciation was complete, so that the practice of voluntary poverty was her
rule and worldly company a pain and mortification to her soul, she knew how to hide this so well
beneath her cheerfulness and smiles that no one was aware of it. Even I, who had been told, did
not always perceive or understand it, and I sometimes, even often, helped to make the
mortification more painful still.Elisabeth, therefore, living in the world, fulfilled every duty of her
state, and her example shows how it is possible, when one has the will and calls upon divine
grace, to live an intense spiritual life and to practice the highest evangelical virtues in the midst
of outward activity.Her religious upbringing was not exceptionalBut to reach that degree of
perfection,4 it is essential to have a profound faith and ardent charity, to be imbued with our
Lord’s teaching, and to realize fully the celebrated words of St. Paul: “It is not I that live, but Christ
who liveth in me.”5 Elisabeth had attained all these virtues. She was inspired by real religious
feeling, which she lived out concretely. All her moral being was rooted in God; and she applied to
the letter the apostolic precept “to reestablish all things in Christ”6 to the point that by the time
she died, her soul had already attained the divine courts of Heaven.From what source had she



derived a religious feeling so wonderfully rich?From her family or her education? Not especially.
She belonged to a bourgeois family like so many others. Her father, a good and distinguished
man, who had made himself eminent as a lawyer at the Paris bar, occupied himself little with
supernatural things. Her mother, a model of maternal devotion, performed her religious duties
without any exceptional fervor. Her sisters were thoroughly pious, without approaching what
Elisabeth herself became when her spiritual evolution had taken place; her brother still less.
Elisabeth received the Christian education of most young people of her social class, learned her
catechism and made her first Communion at the parish church, and received an excellent
course of instruction. Her childhood friends, in whom she met with most precious affection, were
in the same circumstances as her, with the same education, the same inclinations. Nothing of
this could explain what happened in her soul toward her thirtieth year.I sought to destroy her
FaithCan her marriage then explain it? Alas! I now come to a subject that is very grievous to me,
and full of pain and remorse.When I married, I was profoundly anti-religious. I had been brought
up in a thoroughly Catholic family by a father and mother who both practiced their religion, and I
had been instructed by distinguished priests. Leaving college, I became a medical student, and I
quickly lost my Christian belief. The materialistic influences around me, assisted by my own
passions, carried me on to paganism and atheism. The history of religion always interested me,
and I searched polemics for weapons against this Catholicism, this Christianity even, that I had
learned to detest. I therefore primed myself exclusively with the works of the Church’s
adversaries and of the modernists: Strauss,7 Havet,8 Renan,9 Réville,10 Harnack,11 and
Loisy,12 among others. I collected for myself an extensive library of Protestant and rationalist
writings.I have since been able to judge of the poverty of their arguments, their profound
ignorance of Catholicism, the misery and emptiness of their so-called histories and decadent
philosophies; but at that time I was infatuated with their systems.In marrying, I undertook to
respect my wife’s Faith and to let her practice it freely. But I rapidly grew to tolerate only with
impatience convictions that were other than my negations; and as religious neutrality is as much
of an illusion in private relationships as in public institutions, I made Elisabeth the object of my
retrogressive proselytizing.I set myself to attack her Faith, to deprive her of it, and — may God
pardon me! — I nearly succeeded. During 1897 I managed, by a course of reading and much
pressure brought to bear on her, to dissuade her from the practice of her religious duties,
seriously to upset her faith, and to lead her in the direction of liberal Protestantism — which to
my mind was only a stage on the way to radical agnosticism. I therefore put into her hands
Ernest Renan’s History of the Origins of Christianity;13 but, thanks to Divine Providence, the
very work that I thought would accomplish my hateful object brought about its ruin. Elisabeth
with her unusual intelligence possessed the even rarer gifts of a sane and steady judgment and
uncommon good sense. She was not deceived by the glamour of the form of this book, but was
struck by the poverty of its substance. The perpetual shifting, the doubtful and frequently
contradictory hypotheses, and the lack of sincerity that abound in this work deeply troubled her.
She felt herself approach the abyss, and sprang backward, and from then on she devoted



herself to her own religious instruction.Elisabeth’s studies reinforced her FaithShe had always
been a great reader and loved books as much as I did; I possessed many, even too many, and
now she wished to have her own. To counterbalance my anti-Christian library, she gathered
together one composed of the works of the great masters of Catholic thought: Fathers, Doctors,
mystics, St. Jerome,14 St. Thomas Aquinas,15 St. Francis de Sales,16 St. Teresa of Avila, and
many more. Above all she read and reread the New Testament, the Gospels, the Acts, the
Epistles; she never passed a day without meditating upon some passage from it. She thus
acquired a reasoned and substantial faith. Knowing the opposing arguments, possessing her
own replies to them, and strengthening perpetually the foundations of her belief, by the grace of
God she established her faith indestructibly, made it impervious to attack, and was soon able to
direct well-aimed thrusts at anyone who might seek to assail it again.Elisabeth’s spiritual
isolation caused her great sufferingAll this labor, which lasted for many years, she performed
alone — entirely alone. Her surroundings provided nothing but opposition. My most intimate
friends, however good and devoted, were either indifferent or frankly hostile to religion. At that
time I was engaged in foreign and colonial politics; I was writing; and I was contributing to
important daily papers of the Left or anti-clerical party. We ordinarily socialized with politicians,
publicists, journalists, physicians, university men, scholars, men of letters, musicians,
playwrights, and artists; and it is not among these, as a rule, that the Church finds her
defenders.For my part I felt a smothered irritation at seeing my effort collapse on the verge of
accomplishment, and I redoubled my use of criticism, polemics, and raillery. It was I who did so
much to enclose my unfortunate Elisabeth in that spiritual solitude of which she so often
complains in her Journal and which caused her so much pain; and this is now the great regret of
my existence.This was how things stood until 1903, when she was asked to be the godmother of
a grown-up friend who had been converted and sought the grace of Baptism. Elisabeth agreed,
and by Divine Providence it was at this ceremony that she met the Dominican who was to
become her director and spiritual guide, a priest of wise counsel who greatly helped her with his
knowledge and experience. She repaid him in the end, for he has told me since her death that it
was often the penitent who edified the confessor. He had tremendous admiration for her. “She
was truly a saint,” he used to say to me with great feeling.Elisabeth has noted briefly, but vividly,
in her Journal (October 19, 1911) the history of this crisis in her soul. At the end of it her faith
was a new thing, unassailable, unshakable, and radiant, opening henceforth to her the way to
the sanctification in which she was so marvelously to progress. Her ascension to God had
begun.Elisabeth endured great bodily sufferingsAnd this faith “that could move mountains”17
had been set by God upon the firmest rock of all — that is, upon suffering.First there was the
suffering of her body. Elisabeth’s life was one long illness. Ever since her infancy, she had
suffered from a liver complaint, which became her perpetual and increasing affliction. During her
adolescence, an attack of typhoid fever endangered her life.Later, in 1889, barely a month after
our marriage, she nearly succumbed to a very grave complaint.18 We were in the country, and it
needed all the enlightened and devoted care that she received to save her. Since she was



obliged to stay in bed for eight months, she was brought back in an ambulance to Paris, and
lying on a stretcher, she made her first entry into the home we had furnished with so much
pleasure during our engagement.From this complaint she never entirely recovered. For some
years, she could come and go without any apparent discomfort, and she could take without too
much difficulty the long journeys of which I have spoken; but her illness followed her always and
everywhere, although known only to her immediate family and to me. Providence lightened her
burden to allow her those expeditions in the country or abroad, some of which, as will be seen in
her Journal, had a determining influence on her interior life. But this infirmity was inevitably
telling upon her health and was partly responsible for the illnesses that developed in the last
years of her life.Up until 1908 she was able to lead an apparently normal existence — without,
however, being entirely spared, for in 1895 a serious carriage accident again put her life in peril
for two months. But on the whole, she lived more or less like everyone else, and the friends
whom she received or who received her, seeing her so active, alive, and spirited, never
suspected how heavy a cross she carried in secret.From April, 1908, attacks of liver trouble,
violent and disquieting, compelled her to modify her way of life, to reorganize it on lines of
repose and to spend long hours in an invalid’s chair. In 1911 a grave operation was
performed,19 to which she refers in her Book of Resolutions (March 17, April 9, and June 8,
1911) and from which her recovery was hampered by painful complications. In 1912 and the
beginning of 1913 she suffered frequently from exhaustion, and her life became more and more
sedentary. Apart from regular visits to her mother, summer excursions to our corner of Jougne, in
the Doubs country, and some fine expeditions by motor car that she owed to the devoted
affection of one of our best friends, she remained mostly at home in bed, obliged to take every
possible precaution. Finally, at the beginning of July 1913, she was struck down by her last
illness,20 a terrible malady with its alternations of alleviation and atrocious suffering, which for
ten months was her Calvary, until the end came, when she was forty-eight years old, on May 3,
1914.Her Journal shows throughout how Elisabeth endured these terrible afflictions — with the
most admirable resignation, sweetness, and patience imaginable. She gave wonderful testimony
of a strong soul, the absolute mistress of its body; she showed the power of complete
abandonment to God’s will, what strength a human being can draw from Him, and what a fine
example the practice of the highest of Christian virtues can give to others. She never
complained, remained smiling in the midst of the worst torments, comforted those around her,
and looked to the Eucharist, and to prayer and self-sacrifice, for the support she needed.During
the last months, when she sometimes suffered a martyrdom of pain, she contented herself,
while the crisis lasted, with repeating in a gentle plaintive voice, which went to the bottom of
one’s heart and which I can only recall with the most poignant emotion, “My God, have pity on
us, on me!” — even now naming herself last. And then, when the crisis had passed, she would
become once more smiling and valiant.All who came marveled at her, and — a significant fact
— it was from 1908, when exterior activity became more and more impossible for her, that she
exercised the greatest influence on those around her, that her room was most frequented by



people who came to her for moral guidance. It was from her invalid’s chair that she directed the
greatest number of souls, and became the source of the extraordinary spiritual radiance that
shone from her in her last years. When I think that I was foolish and criminal enough to attempt
to destroy the lever that was to carry her so high and uphold her so powerfully! To what a Hell
would I have reduced her and condemned myself at the same stroke!Elisabeth experienced
great mental sufferingsBesides the sufferings of her body, Elisabeth had great grief of heart.
Quite early Elisabeth had known the sorrow of losing those she loved. In 1887 her youngest
sister, who also was an exceptionally gifted child, died quite suddenly at the age of twelve.
Elisabeth was twenty-one, and this blow — which was her first encounter with irrevocable loss
— affected her cruelly and left an ineffaceable impression.Two years later, at the end of
December, 1889, her father died after only three days’ illness of the influenza that was then
claiming many victims, and his death occurred in circumstances particularly cruel for poor
Elisabeth. She had just been brought to Paris, as I have already described, condemned to her
bed for many more months. She could not go and kiss for the last time her unfortunate father,
whom she had seen full of life but a few days before. One can imagine what this separation must
have cost her.The only consolation — and of what a kind! — that could be afforded her was to
arrange for the funeral procession to alter its course between the church and the cemetery and
pass beneath the windows of our apartment. Thus Elisabeth, carried on an invalid’s chair into the
drawing room, saw her father’s coffin pass, and saluted it with her tears and prayers.In May
1901, her brother Pierre’s eldest son, Roger, a very lovable and intelligent child of seven, was
fatally struck down by a violent illness. Elisabeth, who loved him very much, was deeply grieved,
and suffered, too, for the pain of the unhappy parents.Finally, on April 13, 1905, she lost her
second sister, aged thirty-two, after a long and terrible illness.21 She was a woman of exquisite
character, for whom Elisabeth had a half-maternal affection, and who was the confidant of her
soul. The Journal will show how deeply this blow struck her. Elisabeth commemorated the life
and death of this dearly beloved sister in a volume written for her mother and her family, and
distributed outside to none but a few friends and religious communities. It is called A Soul:
Memories qRecalled by a Sister and appeared in 1906.22 It betrays intense feeling, and certain
pages, such as that in which her sister’s death is described, are extremely poignant, and their
beauty presages that of the Journal I now publish.After this heartrending event, of which the
wound never healed, Elisabeth had more to undergo: the loss of very dear friends, the serious
illness of her last sister, an accident in 1912 to her youngest nephew’s hand, which nearly
resulted in the amputation of his arm, and her mother’s increasingly precarious health. All these
added their pain to that which already weighed so heavily on her stricken heart.Elisabeth
experienced profound spiritual sufferingAnd finally, after these sufferings of body and mind,
there were those of her soul. Elisabeth lived in an isolation of thought that was very painful to her.
The Journal will show how the atmosphere of hostility to her Faith that surrounded her, and the
necessity of hiding all the riches of her religious development, lacerated her spirit. Alas, for that I
am principally responsible, and since I have understood this, it has been my constant grief. I



suffer in my turn, and I can only implore my dear Elisabeth to pardon me and to prove her pardon
by asking God to inspire me with her ardent faith, some of her great Christian virtues, and the
self-giving and self-sacrifice she practiced.We can see, therefore, that Elisabeth led a life of
suffering. She knew it in all its aspects, better than anyone else, and she knew how to accept it,
to offer it to God, and to transform it so that she might apply its merits for the good of the souls
she loved and of every soul. This higher use of suffering is the chief thing her life teaches. How
she understood and practiced it is shown in the following admirable letter, the owner of which
has kindly sent it to me. It is written to the wife of one of our friends, a man of great intelligence
and high character, active and Christian, who devoted any spare time allowed him by his
profession to the defense of Catholicism and to charitable works. He was on the verge of the
worst misfortune that could befall him, the loss of his sight.23 Elisabeth was much moved to
learn to what danger this friend was exposed, and she wrote thus to his wife:October 27,
1911Dear Friend,I learn from my sister that your husband has been troubled with bad health this
summer, which has perhaps been an even greater trial for you than for him, for the sufferings of
those we love are harder to endure than our own. I want to send you all my sympathy and my
most affectionate wishes for his complete and quick recovery.I know what illness is and can
guess what sacrifice it must entail for an active man accustomed to spend his energy freely; but I
know also all that suffering means, the fine and mysterious power it possesses, what it obtains
and what it accomplishes. After all, our activity (a duty we owe to God and to others) is of little
importance and is exercised only when Providence wishes to make use of it.And so when
Providence prefers to work by means of suffering I think we should not complain too much, for
we can then be sure that the work will be well done and not mixed up with all the misery of
egotism and pride that sometimes spoils so much of our outward activity.I know by experience
that in hours of trial certain graces are obtained for others, which all our efforts had not hitherto
obtained. I have thus come to the conclusion that suffering is the higher form of action, the
highest expression of the wonderful Communion of Saints, and that in suffering one is sure not
to make mistakes (as in action sometimes) — sure, too, to be useful to others and to the great
causes that one longs to serve.All this does not mean that I would not be very happy to see your
husband resume his active career; it only means that I am persuaded of the good he now
performs in the active and truly fruitful passivity of illness. You will permit and he will pardon this
friendly “sermon” from one who has experienced what she speaks of, who has seen Providence
gradually withdraw from her every form of activity, leaving her nothing but apparent inertia, and
who feels that she never did more for God than on the day when to ignorant eyes she did
nothing.If someday I can get about again, I will do so; but tell your dear husband again and again
that neither of us are now wasting our time.This winter I shall still be condemned to all kinds of
precautions. After my grave operation in April, I had in September serious trouble with an arm,
which has much shaken me. You will therefore excuse my illegible writing. Since writing is a form
of activity, God has wished it to be a little difficult for me. I am, you see, destined to be a spiritual
idler.Once more, dear friend, forgive me for this letter, on account of our friendship. Our best



remembrances to you and your husband, and my heartfelt embrace for you.My warmest thanks
are due to the owners of this letter for allowing me to reproduce the whole of it. Apart from its
beauty, it contains the ruling thought that the whole Journal so finely develops.Elisabeth grew in
charityElisabeth’s faith was then confirmed and deepened by suffering, and she increased in
charity.Charity was the chief force of her religious life. First, there was the love of God, and this
love streams and overflows in her writings, as it filled her daily life. And then there was the love of
her neighbor. Elisabeth never thought of herself; she sacrificed herself incessantly for others, as
I saw and admired without understanding, for the motive escaped me, and I even often charged
her with exaggeration.The good she did in lavishing her money, time, and energy on those
around her is unimaginable. She took naturally to good works; she even tried to institute a place
where solitary girl-workers, exposed to all the dangerous chances of life in Paris, might obtain
food, lodging, and companionship in the best and most economical conditions. She took a
house in a nearby suburb, fitted it up, and received boarders. She exacted a small monthly
payment from them, rightly holding that their cooperation was desirable. Religion was the
foundation of the work, but all the opinions of the boarders were scrupulously respected; and
religion was to be preached only by example and by the atmosphere of the house. Unfortunately,
Elisabeth was badly supported; she failed in her attempt and, after some years, was obliged to
bring the work to an end with heavy monetary loss, which was, however, largely allowed for in
her original calculations.She then resolved to devote all her zeal and efforts to some existing
work that had given proof of its vitality and usefulness. After a number of experiments, her
choice fell on the popular Catholic Union, which is concerned chiefly with poverty-stricken
families of the St.-Denis plain — an admirable work, superintended very competently by an
excellent woman who has given to it her whole heart, mind, time, and considerable fortune,
under the higher direction, if I am not mistaken, of Monsignor Gibergues. She and Elisabeth
were in quick and close sympathy. Elisabeth recognized the extreme usefulness of the work; she
gave herself entirely to it. And when her ill-health prevented her from visiting, she assumed the
duties of secretary, which she performed with her habitual exactitude and care until the end of
1913, when her last illness confined her to her bed.But these works were only a slight
manifestation of her overflowing charity. It was over certain hidden troubles and especially over
souls, that she showered the greatest part of her charity. Misfortunes she alleviated to her
utmost, both materially and morally; toward souls she inclined with the most ardent desire to
bring them fraternal help in Jesus Christ.This exquisite charity was in a way even physically
perceptible. It brightened and transfigured her frank, kind welcome, through which one could
see, as through a sheer veil, the beauty of her interior being, and whose surprising charm was
so strongly felt by all who approached her that one of her friends once cried, “Elisabeth! One can
see her soul in her face!” There was no sadness she did not share, no wound she did not tend,
no wish she failed to understand, no call to which she did not respond. The words of St. Vincent
de Paul might be perfectly applied to her: “You bring souls to God by your sweetness, by your
compassion for their errors, and by the feeling that makes you share their misfortunes.”Elisabeth



cultivated tender respect for othersShe had the most delicate understanding of souls, and, as
she says herself, was called to apostolic work, which she practiced by example, by the
confidence she inspired, and by the disinterested gift of herself. She had the greatest respect for
the views of others, and would not on any account allow herself to criticize them.This was the
experience of her most intimate friend who came often to keep her company. Elisabeth and she
were completely divided as to belief and practice; but their loyalty to one another, their mutual
reliance, their high characters, and their affinity of mind and tastes had united them like sisters.
And this friend said to me of her after her death, “Elisabeth had in recent years a profound
influence on me and my ideas; and this was unknown to herself, for she never attempted to
convert me or even to approach the question of religion. But what I saw of her was so
beautiful!”And I can give another example of this tolerance (apart from the Journal, where such
examples abound) in a passage from a letter written in June 1904, in which she showed me her
affection in the most touching words, and added:Thank you for everything, and above all for
being yourself. And forgive me for being myself — that is, someone who of herself is not worth
much and who is a little improved only by the influence of accepted suffering — accepted,
thanks to a help and a force greater than her own. You must therefore be indulgent to convictions
that time and God have made very profound, thanks to which I have been saved from becoming
an irritable and egotistical being. You may be sure that these convictions will never trouble you or
others — and it is so good to introduce a little infinity and eternity into a love such as I bear you,
and into a life that has been darkened and deprived of so many things by the trials you know of!
She practiced kindnessBesides having this respect for others, Elisabeth was extremely kind.
She never allowed herself to pass harsh judgment on others.She had a horror of malevolent
criticism, slander, talebearers, and drawing-room gossip. Someone once spoke in Elisabeth’s
presence about a woman of whom it was alleged that her good conduct could not be relied
upon. “Why do you say so?” she asked. “You cannot know; one is never certain of those things.”
“Oh, but the facts are notorious and utterly proven!” she was told. “In that case, we still should
not speak of them,” she said. In this exchange one has the perfect portrait of her.People came to
her with confidence, appreciating her delicacy, her refined sympathy, the sweetness of her
devotion, knowing that she loved them for their souls and for God without a single personal
motive; and she, who merited so well their attachment, applied herself with infinite pains to direct
them to the higher life. One day her youngest sister, passing Elisabeth her daybook, asked her to
write a motto in it. Elisabeth meditated, took the book, and wrote on the endpaper: “Every soul
that uplifts itself uplifts the world.” In that profound thought she defined herself.She influenced
many soulsShe did indeed uplift all who surrounded or approached her, and it was a strange
thing to see this woman, so modest, so humble of heart, condemned to practical immobility,
shedding around her far and wide the light of her great influence. As regards her relations and
friends, this could be understood, but her influence spread itself to people she did not know,
who had merely heard of her and of what she was, who came to confide in her and to solicit her
comfort. During the unhappy days after her death, before her burial, while she still lay on her bed



with a calm expression and a truly supernatural beauty, the last reflection of the soul that had
animated and transfigured that body, there was an uninterrupted procession at her bedside.
People came to pray near her, to bring her a last token of affection, and I thus saw in my home
numbers of people whom I did not know, whom I had never seen before and have never seen
since, and who gave free vent to their sincere and touching grief. A great many people attended
her funeral. They expressed such real and unanimous emotion and gave witness to such an
uncommon distress that the clergy assisting at the service were utterly astonished. They made
inquiries, and their questions were at once reported to me: “But who was this woman? We have
never seen such a funeral before!”I have since come to understand the radiance shed by this
soul so full of God, in reading letters of hers written to many people, most of whom have been
willing to confide them to me. They can be counted by the hundreds and are admirable both in
form and substance. They are addressed to correspondents of widely different circumstances,
outlooks, and natures: provincial nuns, Jewish friends, atheist university men, and many others,
most often to those of weak and unsteady will, bruised and broken hearts, or tormented and
scrupulous souls. To all she spoke in appropriate language, lofty and precise. Often they are
veritable letters of direction, for that was the role that, almost in spite of herself, she had been led
to play by her faith, her charity, her Christian virtue, her dearly bought experience, and her
surprising rectitude of judgment.She had become a director of souls. Her correspondence with
the nun who was the friend and confidant of her heart is full of enlightened and prudent counsel;
and it was Elisabeth, living in the world, who guided the nun in spiritual ways.Elisabeth wrote a
great deal; she has left numerous manuscripts, small works, meditations, and correspondence,
some of which are included in this volume, whose singular beauty and elevation perpetuate her
loving apostolic work.God had thus granted to her struggles and suffering their significance and
their recompense. He had made of Elisabeth an elect being who spread divine light all about her
and made it loved. Even those whose beliefs were opposed to hers came under this gentle
influence. My friends who were indifferent or even irreligious nevertheless had a special respect
for her and her convictions. In their affectionate sympathy, they abstained with great care from
anything that could cause her the least pain, and gradually, moved by the beauty of her soul,
came to admire her sincerely.I received proof of this. One of Elisabeth’s friends, whom she loved
deeply, although this friend shared none of her religious or philosophical ideas, but who is a
noble-hearted woman of rare intellectual and moral powers, and the directress of one of the
large Paris schools, wrote me a letter from which I extract the following passage: “Since these
grave events that have beset our land, I have often thought what she would have done and what
she would have been in such circumstances to all who loved her. Living — in spite of our very
different lives — and dead, Elisabeth was one of my friends toward whom my thoughts turned
and still turn most often. Some beings are a light toward which all turn who need light to live
by!”What a testimony! And it is confirmed, among so many like it, by a testimony from one of our
friends whom we considered, and whom I still consider, as a brother, whose faith was as
opposed as possible to Elisabeth’s.He is one of the leaders of higher education, a celebrated



biologist, and one of the foremost atheist philosophers; but he is also goodness itself and the
personification of affection and devotion. He married a charming woman, brought up with
Elisabeth and her sisters, whom Elisabeth regarded as one of themselves. This woman had
solid religious convictions that her husband — thereby giving me, without knowing it, the most
direct example — scrupulously respected, to the point of saying to her, at certain times when
Elisabeth’s influence seemed to him desirable, “Well, go and see Elisabeth; go and take your
bath of serenity!”He often came to talk to Elisabeth for hours; he knew her soul and admired and
loved it. Her death was for him and his wife a great grief, and he said to me at that unhappy time
these words, which struck me: “Elisabeth was at the summit of humanity.” That was the rationalist
version of her director’s phrase: “She was truly a saint.”Her holy example slowly won my
admirationThe priest is right: she is a saint. Since God has taken her to Himself, I am not alone in
praying to her, and it has been told to me in confidence that special graces are believed to have
been obtained by her intercession. I know of happy events that may be said to have been
brought about by her intervention; and indeed the evolution in my own mind and life bears
witness to her supernatural influence.I have already told how irritated I had been by the failure of
my campaign against her faith, and how obstinately I was bent upon controverting all her
religious opinions. But from 1908 my attitude was modified. When I saw how ill she was, and
how she endured with equanimity of temper a complaint that generally provokes much
hypochondria, impatience, and ill-humor,24 I was struck to see how her soul had so great a
command of itself and of her body; and knowing that she drew this tremendous strength from
her convictions, I ceased to attack them. In 1911, after her operation, my surprise was changed
to respect and, in 1912, on the occasion of a journey to Lourdes, to admiration. She had vowed
to thank the Blessed Virgin both for the success of her operation and for the cure of her sister
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Domenicani Convento Santa Sabina (Aventino)Piazza Pietro d’Illiria, 100153 Roma
(Italia)Telephone: (39) 6 57 941Fax: (39) 6 57 50 675e-mail: postulatio@dominicans.itIn
Memoriamby Felix Leseur“My God, have pity on us, on me!”(Elisabeth’s prayer during her
suffering)By the time this volume appears, I shall have left the world, and entered the novitiate of
the Order of Friars Preachers. The evolution of my soul and of my whole existence since the age
of four and a half years will then have reached its logical termination.It is always wonderful and
impressive to contemplate the action of God’s grace, and to see how sweet and strong — and at
the same time how simple and human — are the means He employs to guide a man to the path
designed for him from the beginning. God alone acts, utilizing and rewarding the prayers sent up,
the sacrifices and sufferings accepted and sometimes voluntarily sought and offered up for the
conversion of a soul. He alone takes possession of the soul and claims it for His service.My
beloved wife, Elisabeth, prayed incessantly for my return to the Faith and to the practice of
religion; day by day for this intention did she accept and offer up all her privations, sacrifices,
trials, sufferings, and at the end, even her death.1But she did this secretly, for she never argued
with me and never spoke to me of the supernatural side of her life, save by her example. She
carried out herself the advice that she gave in her Journal: “Let us not think that by our personal
action we can hasten the coming of God’s Kingdom in souls. As soon as the divine hour has
come, our efforts will be useless, or rather they will only be an active prayer, an appeal to Him
who transforms and saves. Nevertheless, let us make this appeal to Him with the humble
conviction that He alone will do what must be done, and will bring life to the souls for which we
act and pray.”I have, since her death, learned to appreciate the eloquence and persuasive power
of her silence. God heard the constant prayer that it concealed and, when the sacrifice was fully
accomplished, answered it abundantly. In His infinite goodness, He allowed the silence to be
broken after Elisabeth’s death, so that she spoke to and instructed me in my innermost thoughts,
as she would never have done in life, and very often I might have exclaimed, “Being dead, she
speaketh.” But above all, her intercession, when it became more direct and more powerful,
called forth our divine Lord’s grace and mercy, so that He let my poor soul hear His voice.God
has completed the conversion which was begun in me by the shining influence of my holy
companion, Elisabeth, and which was determined by reading her writings, particularly her
Journal and Thoughts, which I found after her death and which are presented in this volume,
along with a number of her other writings.The genesis of these pagesThese pages were not
written day by day, but, rather, when their author, impelled by an inner compulsion, felt the need
to pour out in secret the thoughts and emotions that filled her heart.And although she gave one
of her manuscripts the name of Journal, it is not a journal in the true sense of the word. She
wrote irregularly, often at long intervals; little is related of the events of her life.Strictly speaking,
Elisabeth’s Journal is the history of a soul, noting the principal stages of its evolution, a kind of
examination of conscience set down by hand at odd moments. And as the author wrote for
herself alone, this conscience disclosed itself to God in all simplicity, truth, and freedom, without
a thought of style or of composition. It will be seen how absent is literary artifice from these



pages, so perfect in form, so sublime in inspiration, so devoid of effort and affectation. Just as
her thoughts came to her she put them down, as fast as her pen would write, in a flowing hand,
with nothing added later and hardly a word crossed out, showing no sign of effort, but only the
impulse of the spirit.I did not suspect the existence of this journal; it was revealed to me only
after the writer’s death, by her sister to whom she had given some passages from it in
confidence — a single, happy, and providential act of trust by which the manuscript was saved.
The author, in her humble modesty, considering that it had given her all the spiritual benefits she
had expected from it, wished to burn it. Her sister intervened again and again to dissuade her,
and her affectionate insistence prevented the destruction. “You are right,” she said to her sister
one day. “When I am dead my dear husband will read this, and it will explain many things to
him!”The parts of this bookI found the manuscript of the Journal and saw that there was a long
interval or gap in it. Begun on September 11, 1899, it ended for the first time on August 11,
1906, filling one school copybook bound in black. In a similar copybook it was suddenly
resumed on October 19, 1911, to be continued until January 9, 1914, when, in the writer’s last
illness, and a few months before her death, she could write no more. Therefore, from August
1906 to October 1911 there was a gap of more than five years, all the more regrettable because
those years were among the most interesting of Elisabeth Leseur’s religious development. It was
the period when her soul firmly and definitely began to walk in the narrow way of sanctification
where divine predestination was leading it.However, Providence has permitted this gap to be
filled in. In making further search, I came upon a copybook called Book of Resolutions, which
filled up this gap and slightly overlapped the second part of the Journal, since it began in
October, 1906, to end on July 18, 1912. And this was indeed, as I had supposed, the decisive
time in an exceptionally edifying life; this copybook is one of the most moving parts of the whole
work, differing slightly from the Journal in arrangement, but thoroughly in keeping with it; and its
dates provide helpful points of reference.The Daily Thoughts are entirely distinct from the
Journal, although contained in one of the same copybooks, preceding the Journal’s second part.
They are detached fragments, written down from day to day, when daily meditation or prayer
might prompt them, and when the writer judged them worth preserving.Some of them are more
developed, even taking on a certain hymn-like character, such as that which follows the unhappy
date of April 13, 1905. But most of the time they take the usual form of such thoughts: they are
sometimes very short, often more detailed, composed in a style that is forceful and concise.
They send a ray of living and unforgettable light into the recesses of the soul and spirit. Written
during the same years as the Journal, or, more exactly, during the first seven years, from 1899 to
1906, they underline, develop, and complete it, and are its best commentary.I have added as an
epilogue to Elisabeth’s private writings the Spiritual Testament, which left me the last thoughts
and final advice of her whom I had just lost. I greatly hesitated before making public a document
of so intimate a nature, but I was strongly encouraged to do so, and I submitted to the arguments
that were put before me. And the Spiritual Testament is in fact the natural conclusion to her
spiritual diary; it shows what exquisite charity and surprising tenderness this holy soul carried to



the threshold of the tomb, and what were her constant spiritual preoccupations even to her
death.Thus, the Journal, the Book of Resolutions, the Daily Thoughts, and the Spiritual
Testament succeed each other in chronological order, and enlighten, explain, and complete
each other. The loftiness of inspiration grows, the approach to God is continuous, and certain
passages, such as those that end the Journal (July 16, 1913 and January 9, 1914), have a
sound that is already not of this earth.Finally, included here are a number of prayers and works
of spiritual guidance that Elisabeth wrote for friends and relatives who asked her for spiritual
help. These writings further reveal the secret of her goodness and how her holy example won
souls for Christ.Such is the manuscript; let us now see what its author was.Elisabeth sought
holiness while living in the worldRenunciation, detachment, voluntary poverty, dislike of the
world, sacrifice and forgetfulness of self, acceptance of suffering, and utmost charity toward God
and neighbor are the theme of each one of these pages.A reader might well suppose them to be
written by a religious, or at least by a woman living apart in some voluntary retreat or exceptional
circumstances. The reader might indeed say, “This is certainly very beautiful and very admirable,
but almost too much for me. I could never find myself in a similar state of interior life; I could not
therefore follow so steep a way, nor profit by such an example. In the incidents and worries of
daily life how could one realize so lofty an ideal?”And in this the reader would be entirely
mistaken; for the writer was a woman of the world, living in the world and fulfilling superbly the
obligations of her state.Elisabeth Leseur was born on October 16, 1866 and was thirty-three
when she began to write her Journal in September, 1899; she was therefore still in the full bloom
of her youth. We liked at this time to have guests and to pay visits; we had made for ourselves a
very comfortable home; we led a varied existence, enriched by wonderful travels from which we
both derived great satisfaction.With a mind open to everything, remarkably quick and
penetrating, she rejoiced in everything beautiful in nature or in the genius of man. A very
cultivated woman, she had learned Latin, knew English, spoke and wrote Russian fluently, and
had begun to master Italian when illness struck her down in the last months of 1913. She knew
how to understand and appreciate art in every form — painting, sculpture, music, and literature;
and her travels in Spain, Italy, northern Africa, Greece, the East, Russia, and Germany had
made her taste very fine and true.Her conversation was lively, interesting, attractive, and
spirited, but always simple and modest, without ever making a show of her intellectual
superiority.She was thoroughly gay and took care to be so always; she even considered gaiety a
virtue. In her final years, she remembered gladly that St. Teresa of Avila2 (who, along with St.
Catherine of Siena,3was among her favorite saints and whose works were among her bedside
books) recommended her sisters to be always gay. Her lovely laughter rang out at every
opportunity, with its fresh, frank sound.Elisabeth was a warm friend to allPhysically she was very
attractive, with ways and manners full of distinction, and a kindness that made her always
welcoming, smiling, and amiable, a perfect hostess — in short, the accomplished mistress of
her house. Being greatly drawn to young people, who repaid her affection fully, she had made
her home a center of warmth and gentility, as eagerly frequented as she was herself sought



out.But she put family affection before everything. The Journal and the Spiritual Testament show
sufficiently her intense affection for and devotion to those who belonged to her. If God had willed
her to have children — this was her great desire, and the privation was an inconsolable grief —
she would have proved herself a true Christian mother, as she showed in the maternal love she
bore her niece and nephews. These dear children loved her well in return, even while unable to
realize the full extent of their loss when she died.But she was also a rare friend, in whom might
be found a singular power of affection. This was very apparent in her last years. Her state of
health then necessitated great care. We went out hardly at all and entertained very little; she
paid no more visits and frequently spent the day stretched out in her invalid’s chair; yet visitors
flocked to her, and never perhaps was her company more sought out. I sometimes even dreaded
the fatigue that might result from all these long talks. She had become more and more a center
of attraction, and there is nothing more touching and consoling to me than to think of the anxious
sympathy that surrounded her in the last months of her life, and the vivid, tender remembrance
— a veritable cult — in which she is held by all those who knew her.Elisabeth hid her self-
mortificationsWhen, in 1900, detachment from the world began to work little by little in her, and
when in 1906 the renunciation was complete, so that the practice of voluntary poverty was her
rule and worldly company a pain and mortification to her soul, she knew how to hide this so well
beneath her cheerfulness and smiles that no one was aware of it. Even I, who had been told, did
not always perceive or understand it, and I sometimes, even often, helped to make the
mortification more painful still.Elisabeth, therefore, living in the world, fulfilled every duty of her
state, and her example shows how it is possible, when one has the will and calls upon divine
grace, to live an intense spiritual life and to practice the highest evangelical virtues in the midst
of outward activity.Her religious upbringing was not exceptionalBut to reach that degree of
perfection,4 it is essential to have a profound faith and ardent charity, to be imbued with our
Lord’s teaching, and to realize fully the celebrated words of St. Paul: “It is not I that live, but Christ
who liveth in me.”5 Elisabeth had attained all these virtues. She was inspired by real religious
feeling, which she lived out concretely. All her moral being was rooted in God; and she applied to
the letter the apostolic precept “to reestablish all things in Christ”6 to the point that by the time
she died, her soul had already attained the divine courts of Heaven.From what source had she
derived a religious feeling so wonderfully rich?From her family or her education? Not especially.
She belonged to a bourgeois family like so many others. Her father, a good and distinguished
man, who had made himself eminent as a lawyer at the Paris bar, occupied himself little with
supernatural things. Her mother, a model of maternal devotion, performed her religious duties
without any exceptional fervor. Her sisters were thoroughly pious, without approaching what
Elisabeth herself became when her spiritual evolution had taken place; her brother still less.
Elisabeth received the Christian education of most young people of her social class, learned her
catechism and made her first Communion at the parish church, and received an excellent
course of instruction. Her childhood friends, in whom she met with most precious affection, were
in the same circumstances as her, with the same education, the same inclinations. Nothing of



this could explain what happened in her soul toward her thirtieth year.I sought to destroy her
FaithCan her marriage then explain it? Alas! I now come to a subject that is very grievous to me,
and full of pain and remorse.When I married, I was profoundly anti-religious. I had been brought
up in a thoroughly Catholic family by a father and mother who both practiced their religion, and I
had been instructed by distinguished priests. Leaving college, I became a medical student, and I
quickly lost my Christian belief. The materialistic influences around me, assisted by my own
passions, carried me on to paganism and atheism. The history of religion always interested me,
and I searched polemics for weapons against this Catholicism, this Christianity even, that I had
learned to detest. I therefore primed myself exclusively with the works of the Church’s
adversaries and of the modernists: Strauss,7 Havet,8 Renan,9 Réville,10 Harnack,11 and
Loisy,12 among others. I collected for myself an extensive library of Protestant and rationalist
writings.I have since been able to judge of the poverty of their arguments, their profound
ignorance of Catholicism, the misery and emptiness of their so-called histories and decadent
philosophies; but at that time I was infatuated with their systems.In marrying, I undertook to
respect my wife’s Faith and to let her practice it freely. But I rapidly grew to tolerate only with
impatience convictions that were other than my negations; and as religious neutrality is as much
of an illusion in private relationships as in public institutions, I made Elisabeth the object of my
retrogressive proselytizing.I set myself to attack her Faith, to deprive her of it, and — may God
pardon me! — I nearly succeeded. During 1897 I managed, by a course of reading and much
pressure brought to bear on her, to dissuade her from the practice of her religious duties,
seriously to upset her faith, and to lead her in the direction of liberal Protestantism — which to
my mind was only a stage on the way to radical agnosticism. I therefore put into her hands
Ernest Renan’s History of the Origins of Christianity;13 but, thanks to Divine Providence, the
very work that I thought would accomplish my hateful object brought about its ruin. Elisabeth
with her unusual intelligence possessed the even rarer gifts of a sane and steady judgment and
uncommon good sense. She was not deceived by the glamour of the form of this book, but was
struck by the poverty of its substance. The perpetual shifting, the doubtful and frequently
contradictory hypotheses, and the lack of sincerity that abound in this work deeply troubled her.
She felt herself approach the abyss, and sprang backward, and from then on she devoted
herself to her own religious instruction.Elisabeth’s studies reinforced her FaithShe had always
been a great reader and loved books as much as I did; I possessed many, even too many, and
now she wished to have her own. To counterbalance my anti-Christian library, she gathered
together one composed of the works of the great masters of Catholic thought: Fathers, Doctors,
mystics, St. Jerome,14 St. Thomas Aquinas,15 St. Francis de Sales,16 St. Teresa of Avila, and
many more. Above all she read and reread the New Testament, the Gospels, the Acts, the
Epistles; she never passed a day without meditating upon some passage from it. She thus
acquired a reasoned and substantial faith. Knowing the opposing arguments, possessing her
own replies to them, and strengthening perpetually the foundations of her belief, by the grace of
God she established her faith indestructibly, made it impervious to attack, and was soon able to



direct well-aimed thrusts at anyone who might seek to assail it again.Elisabeth’s spiritual
isolation caused her great sufferingAll this labor, which lasted for many years, she performed
alone — entirely alone. Her surroundings provided nothing but opposition. My most intimate
friends, however good and devoted, were either indifferent or frankly hostile to religion. At that
time I was engaged in foreign and colonial politics; I was writing; and I was contributing to
important daily papers of the Left or anti-clerical party. We ordinarily socialized with politicians,
publicists, journalists, physicians, university men, scholars, men of letters, musicians,
playwrights, and artists; and it is not among these, as a rule, that the Church finds her
defenders.For my part I felt a smothered irritation at seeing my effort collapse on the verge of
accomplishment, and I redoubled my use of criticism, polemics, and raillery. It was I who did so
much to enclose my unfortunate Elisabeth in that spiritual solitude of which she so often
complains in her Journal and which caused her so much pain; and this is now the great regret of
my existence.This was how things stood until 1903, when she was asked to be the godmother of
a grown-up friend who had been converted and sought the grace of Baptism. Elisabeth agreed,
and by Divine Providence it was at this ceremony that she met the Dominican who was to
become her director and spiritual guide, a priest of wise counsel who greatly helped her with his
knowledge and experience. She repaid him in the end, for he has told me since her death that it
was often the penitent who edified the confessor. He had tremendous admiration for her. “She
was truly a saint,” he used to say to me with great feeling.Elisabeth has noted briefly, but vividly,
in her Journal (October 19, 1911) the history of this crisis in her soul. At the end of it her faith
was a new thing, unassailable, unshakable, and radiant, opening henceforth to her the way to
the sanctification in which she was so marvelously to progress. Her ascension to God had
begun.Elisabeth endured great bodily sufferingsAnd this faith “that could move mountains”17
had been set by God upon the firmest rock of all — that is, upon suffering.First there was the
suffering of her body. Elisabeth’s life was one long illness. Ever since her infancy, she had
suffered from a liver complaint, which became her perpetual and increasing affliction. During her
adolescence, an attack of typhoid fever endangered her life.Later, in 1889, barely a month after
our marriage, she nearly succumbed to a very grave complaint.18 We were in the country, and it
needed all the enlightened and devoted care that she received to save her. Since she was
obliged to stay in bed for eight months, she was brought back in an ambulance to Paris, and
lying on a stretcher, she made her first entry into the home we had furnished with so much
pleasure during our engagement.From this complaint she never entirely recovered. For some
years, she could come and go without any apparent discomfort, and she could take without too
much difficulty the long journeys of which I have spoken; but her illness followed her always and
everywhere, although known only to her immediate family and to me. Providence lightened her
burden to allow her those expeditions in the country or abroad, some of which, as will be seen in
her Journal, had a determining influence on her interior life. But this infirmity was inevitably
telling upon her health and was partly responsible for the illnesses that developed in the last
years of her life.Up until 1908 she was able to lead an apparently normal existence — without,



however, being entirely spared, for in 1895 a serious carriage accident again put her life in peril
for two months. But on the whole, she lived more or less like everyone else, and the friends
whom she received or who received her, seeing her so active, alive, and spirited, never
suspected how heavy a cross she carried in secret.From April, 1908, attacks of liver trouble,
violent and disquieting, compelled her to modify her way of life, to reorganize it on lines of
repose and to spend long hours in an invalid’s chair. In 1911 a grave operation was
performed,19 to which she refers in her Book of Resolutions (March 17, April 9, and June 8,
1911) and from which her recovery was hampered by painful complications. In 1912 and the
beginning of 1913 she suffered frequently from exhaustion, and her life became more and more
sedentary. Apart from regular visits to her mother, summer excursions to our corner of Jougne, in
the Doubs country, and some fine expeditions by motor car that she owed to the devoted
affection of one of our best friends, she remained mostly at home in bed, obliged to take every
possible precaution. Finally, at the beginning of July 1913, she was struck down by her last
illness,20 a terrible malady with its alternations of alleviation and atrocious suffering, which for
ten months was her Calvary, until the end came, when she was forty-eight years old, on May 3,
1914.Her Journal shows throughout how Elisabeth endured these terrible afflictions — with the
most admirable resignation, sweetness, and patience imaginable. She gave wonderful testimony
of a strong soul, the absolute mistress of its body; she showed the power of complete
abandonment to God’s will, what strength a human being can draw from Him, and what a fine
example the practice of the highest of Christian virtues can give to others. She never
complained, remained smiling in the midst of the worst torments, comforted those around her,
and looked to the Eucharist, and to prayer and self-sacrifice, for the support she needed.During
the last months, when she sometimes suffered a martyrdom of pain, she contented herself,
while the crisis lasted, with repeating in a gentle plaintive voice, which went to the bottom of
one’s heart and which I can only recall with the most poignant emotion, “My God, have pity on
us, on me!” — even now naming herself last. And then, when the crisis had passed, she would
become once more smiling and valiant.All who came marveled at her, and — a significant fact
— it was from 1908, when exterior activity became more and more impossible for her, that she
exercised the greatest influence on those around her, that her room was most frequented by
people who came to her for moral guidance. It was from her invalid’s chair that she directed the
greatest number of souls, and became the source of the extraordinary spiritual radiance that
shone from her in her last years. When I think that I was foolish and criminal enough to attempt
to destroy the lever that was to carry her so high and uphold her so powerfully! To what a Hell
would I have reduced her and condemned myself at the same stroke!Elisabeth experienced
great mental sufferingsBesides the sufferings of her body, Elisabeth had great grief of heart.
Quite early Elisabeth had known the sorrow of losing those she loved. In 1887 her youngest
sister, who also was an exceptionally gifted child, died quite suddenly at the age of twelve.
Elisabeth was twenty-one, and this blow — which was her first encounter with irrevocable loss
— affected her cruelly and left an ineffaceable impression.Two years later, at the end of



December, 1889, her father died after only three days’ illness of the influenza that was then
claiming many victims, and his death occurred in circumstances particularly cruel for poor
Elisabeth. She had just been brought to Paris, as I have already described, condemned to her
bed for many more months. She could not go and kiss for the last time her unfortunate father,
whom she had seen full of life but a few days before. One can imagine what this separation must
have cost her.The only consolation — and of what a kind! — that could be afforded her was to
arrange for the funeral procession to alter its course between the church and the cemetery and
pass beneath the windows of our apartment. Thus Elisabeth, carried on an invalid’s chair into the
drawing room, saw her father’s coffin pass, and saluted it with her tears and prayers.In May
1901, her brother Pierre’s eldest son, Roger, a very lovable and intelligent child of seven, was
fatally struck down by a violent illness. Elisabeth, who loved him very much, was deeply grieved,
and suffered, too, for the pain of the unhappy parents.Finally, on April 13, 1905, she lost her
second sister, aged thirty-two, after a long and terrible illness.21 She was a woman of exquisite
character, for whom Elisabeth had a half-maternal affection, and who was the confidant of her
soul. The Journal will show how deeply this blow struck her. Elisabeth commemorated the life
and death of this dearly beloved sister in a volume written for her mother and her family, and
distributed outside to none but a few friends and religious communities. It is called A Soul:
Memories qRecalled by a Sister and appeared in 1906.22 It betrays intense feeling, and certain
pages, such as that in which her sister’s death is described, are extremely poignant, and their
beauty presages that of the Journal I now publish.After this heartrending event, of which the
wound never healed, Elisabeth had more to undergo: the loss of very dear friends, the serious
illness of her last sister, an accident in 1912 to her youngest nephew’s hand, which nearly
resulted in the amputation of his arm, and her mother’s increasingly precarious health. All these
added their pain to that which already weighed so heavily on her stricken heart.Elisabeth
experienced profound spiritual sufferingAnd finally, after these sufferings of body and mind,
there were those of her soul. Elisabeth lived in an isolation of thought that was very painful to her.
The Journal will show how the atmosphere of hostility to her Faith that surrounded her, and the
necessity of hiding all the riches of her religious development, lacerated her spirit. Alas, for that I
am principally responsible, and since I have understood this, it has been my constant grief. I
suffer in my turn, and I can only implore my dear Elisabeth to pardon me and to prove her pardon
by asking God to inspire me with her ardent faith, some of her great Christian virtues, and the
self-giving and self-sacrifice she practiced.We can see, therefore, that Elisabeth led a life of
suffering. She knew it in all its aspects, better than anyone else, and she knew how to accept it,
to offer it to God, and to transform it so that she might apply its merits for the good of the souls
she loved and of every soul. This higher use of suffering is the chief thing her life teaches. How
she understood and practiced it is shown in the following admirable letter, the owner of which
has kindly sent it to me. It is written to the wife of one of our friends, a man of great intelligence
and high character, active and Christian, who devoted any spare time allowed him by his
profession to the defense of Catholicism and to charitable works. He was on the verge of the



worst misfortune that could befall him, the loss of his sight.23 Elisabeth was much moved to
learn to what danger this friend was exposed, and she wrote thus to his wife:October 27,
1911Dear Friend,I learn from my sister that your husband has been troubled with bad health this
summer, which has perhaps been an even greater trial for you than for him, for the sufferings of
those we love are harder to endure than our own. I want to send you all my sympathy and my
most affectionate wishes for his complete and quick recovery.I know what illness is and can
guess what sacrifice it must entail for an active man accustomed to spend his energy freely; but I
know also all that suffering means, the fine and mysterious power it possesses, what it obtains
and what it accomplishes. After all, our activity (a duty we owe to God and to others) is of little
importance and is exercised only when Providence wishes to make use of it.And so when
Providence prefers to work by means of suffering I think we should not complain too much, for
we can then be sure that the work will be well done and not mixed up with all the misery of
egotism and pride that sometimes spoils so much of our outward activity.I know by experience
that in hours of trial certain graces are obtained for others, which all our efforts had not hitherto
obtained. I have thus come to the conclusion that suffering is the higher form of action, the
highest expression of the wonderful Communion of Saints, and that in suffering one is sure not
to make mistakes (as in action sometimes) — sure, too, to be useful to others and to the great
causes that one longs to serve.All this does not mean that I would not be very happy to see your
husband resume his active career; it only means that I am persuaded of the good he now
performs in the active and truly fruitful passivity of illness. You will permit and he will pardon this
friendly “sermon” from one who has experienced what she speaks of, who has seen Providence
gradually withdraw from her every form of activity, leaving her nothing but apparent inertia, and
who feels that she never did more for God than on the day when to ignorant eyes she did
nothing.If someday I can get about again, I will do so; but tell your dear husband again and again
that neither of us are now wasting our time.This winter I shall still be condemned to all kinds of
precautions. After my grave operation in April, I had in September serious trouble with an arm,
which has much shaken me. You will therefore excuse my illegible writing. Since writing is a form
of activity, God has wished it to be a little difficult for me. I am, you see, destined to be a spiritual
idler.Once more, dear friend, forgive me for this letter, on account of our friendship. Our best
remembrances to you and your husband, and my heartfelt embrace for you.My warmest thanks
are due to the owners of this letter for allowing me to reproduce the whole of it. Apart from its
beauty, it contains the ruling thought that the whole Journal so finely develops.Elisabeth grew in
charityElisabeth’s faith was then confirmed and deepened by suffering, and she increased in
charity.Charity was the chief force of her religious life. First, there was the love of God, and this
love streams and overflows in her writings, as it filled her daily life. And then there was the love of
her neighbor. Elisabeth never thought of herself; she sacrificed herself incessantly for others, as
I saw and admired without understanding, for the motive escaped me, and I even often charged
her with exaggeration.The good she did in lavishing her money, time, and energy on those
around her is unimaginable. She took naturally to good works; she even tried to institute a place



where solitary girl-workers, exposed to all the dangerous chances of life in Paris, might obtain
food, lodging, and companionship in the best and most economical conditions. She took a
house in a nearby suburb, fitted it up, and received boarders. She exacted a small monthly
payment from them, rightly holding that their cooperation was desirable. Religion was the
foundation of the work, but all the opinions of the boarders were scrupulously respected; and
religion was to be preached only by example and by the atmosphere of the house. Unfortunately,
Elisabeth was badly supported; she failed in her attempt and, after some years, was obliged to
bring the work to an end with heavy monetary loss, which was, however, largely allowed for in
her original calculations.She then resolved to devote all her zeal and efforts to some existing
work that had given proof of its vitality and usefulness. After a number of experiments, her
choice fell on the popular Catholic Union, which is concerned chiefly with poverty-stricken
families of the St.-Denis plain — an admirable work, superintended very competently by an
excellent woman who has given to it her whole heart, mind, time, and considerable fortune,
under the higher direction, if I am not mistaken, of Monsignor Gibergues. She and Elisabeth
were in quick and close sympathy. Elisabeth recognized the extreme usefulness of the work; she
gave herself entirely to it. And when her ill-health prevented her from visiting, she assumed the
duties of secretary, which she performed with her habitual exactitude and care until the end of
1913, when her last illness confined her to her bed.But these works were only a slight
manifestation of her overflowing charity. It was over certain hidden troubles and especially over
souls, that she showered the greatest part of her charity. Misfortunes she alleviated to her
utmost, both materially and morally; toward souls she inclined with the most ardent desire to
bring them fraternal help in Jesus Christ.This exquisite charity was in a way even physically
perceptible. It brightened and transfigured her frank, kind welcome, through which one could
see, as through a sheer veil, the beauty of her interior being, and whose surprising charm was
so strongly felt by all who approached her that one of her friends once cried, “Elisabeth! One can
see her soul in her face!” There was no sadness she did not share, no wound she did not tend,
no wish she failed to understand, no call to which she did not respond. The words of St. Vincent
de Paul might be perfectly applied to her: “You bring souls to God by your sweetness, by your
compassion for their errors, and by the feeling that makes you share their misfortunes.”Elisabeth
cultivated tender respect for othersShe had the most delicate understanding of souls, and, as
she says herself, was called to apostolic work, which she practiced by example, by the
confidence she inspired, and by the disinterested gift of herself. She had the greatest respect for
the views of others, and would not on any account allow herself to criticize them.This was the
experience of her most intimate friend who came often to keep her company. Elisabeth and she
were completely divided as to belief and practice; but their loyalty to one another, their mutual
reliance, their high characters, and their affinity of mind and tastes had united them like sisters.
And this friend said to me of her after her death, “Elisabeth had in recent years a profound
influence on me and my ideas; and this was unknown to herself, for she never attempted to
convert me or even to approach the question of religion. But what I saw of her was so



beautiful!”And I can give another example of this tolerance (apart from the Journal, where such
examples abound) in a passage from a letter written in June 1904, in which she showed me her
affection in the most touching words, and added:Thank you for everything, and above all for
being yourself. And forgive me for being myself — that is, someone who of herself is not worth
much and who is a little improved only by the influence of accepted suffering — accepted,
thanks to a help and a force greater than her own. You must therefore be indulgent to convictions
that time and God have made very profound, thanks to which I have been saved from becoming
an irritable and egotistical being. You may be sure that these convictions will never trouble you or
others — and it is so good to introduce a little infinity and eternity into a love such as I bear you,
and into a life that has been darkened and deprived of so many things by the trials you know of!
She practiced kindnessBesides having this respect for others, Elisabeth was extremely kind.
She never allowed herself to pass harsh judgment on others.She had a horror of malevolent
criticism, slander, talebearers, and drawing-room gossip. Someone once spoke in Elisabeth’s
presence about a woman of whom it was alleged that her good conduct could not be relied
upon. “Why do you say so?” she asked. “You cannot know; one is never certain of those things.”
“Oh, but the facts are notorious and utterly proven!” she was told. “In that case, we still should
not speak of them,” she said. In this exchange one has the perfect portrait of her.People came to
her with confidence, appreciating her delicacy, her refined sympathy, the sweetness of her
devotion, knowing that she loved them for their souls and for God without a single personal
motive; and she, who merited so well their attachment, applied herself with infinite pains to direct
them to the higher life. One day her youngest sister, passing Elisabeth her daybook, asked her to
write a motto in it. Elisabeth meditated, took the book, and wrote on the endpaper: “Every soul
that uplifts itself uplifts the world.” In that profound thought she defined herself.She influenced
many soulsShe did indeed uplift all who surrounded or approached her, and it was a strange
thing to see this woman, so modest, so humble of heart, condemned to practical immobility,
shedding around her far and wide the light of her great influence. As regards her relations and
friends, this could be understood, but her influence spread itself to people she did not know,
who had merely heard of her and of what she was, who came to confide in her and to solicit her
comfort. During the unhappy days after her death, before her burial, while she still lay on her bed
with a calm expression and a truly supernatural beauty, the last reflection of the soul that had
animated and transfigured that body, there was an uninterrupted procession at her bedside.
People came to pray near her, to bring her a last token of affection, and I thus saw in my home
numbers of people whom I did not know, whom I had never seen before and have never seen
since, and who gave free vent to their sincere and touching grief. A great many people attended
her funeral. They expressed such real and unanimous emotion and gave witness to such an
uncommon distress that the clergy assisting at the service were utterly astonished. They made
inquiries, and their questions were at once reported to me: “But who was this woman? We have
never seen such a funeral before!”I have since come to understand the radiance shed by this
soul so full of God, in reading letters of hers written to many people, most of whom have been



willing to confide them to me. They can be counted by the hundreds and are admirable both in
form and substance. They are addressed to correspondents of widely different circumstances,
outlooks, and natures: provincial nuns, Jewish friends, atheist university men, and many others,
most often to those of weak and unsteady will, bruised and broken hearts, or tormented and
scrupulous souls. To all she spoke in appropriate language, lofty and precise. Often they are
veritable letters of direction, for that was the role that, almost in spite of herself, she had been led
to play by her faith, her charity, her Christian virtue, her dearly bought experience, and her
surprising rectitude of judgment.She had become a director of souls. Her correspondence with
the nun who was the friend and confidant of her heart is full of enlightened and prudent counsel;
and it was Elisabeth, living in the world, who guided the nun in spiritual ways.Elisabeth wrote a
great deal; she has left numerous manuscripts, small works, meditations, and correspondence,
some of which are included in this volume, whose singular beauty and elevation perpetuate her
loving apostolic work.God had thus granted to her struggles and suffering their significance and
their recompense. He had made of Elisabeth an elect being who spread divine light all about her
and made it loved. Even those whose beliefs were opposed to hers came under this gentle
influence. My friends who were indifferent or even irreligious nevertheless had a special respect
for her and her convictions. In their affectionate sympathy, they abstained with great care from
anything that could cause her the least pain, and gradually, moved by the beauty of her soul,
came to admire her sincerely.I received proof of this. One of Elisabeth’s friends, whom she loved
deeply, although this friend shared none of her religious or philosophical ideas, but who is a
noble-hearted woman of rare intellectual and moral powers, and the directress of one of the
large Paris schools, wrote me a letter from which I extract the following passage: “Since these
grave events that have beset our land, I have often thought what she would have done and what
she would have been in such circumstances to all who loved her. Living — in spite of our very
different lives — and dead, Elisabeth was one of my friends toward whom my thoughts turned
and still turn most often. Some beings are a light toward which all turn who need light to live
by!”What a testimony! And it is confirmed, among so many like it, by a testimony from one of our
friends whom we considered, and whom I still consider, as a brother, whose faith was as
opposed as possible to Elisabeth’s.He is one of the leaders of higher education, a celebrated
biologist, and one of the foremost atheist philosophers; but he is also goodness itself and the
personification of affection and devotion. He married a charming woman, brought up with
Elisabeth and her sisters, whom Elisabeth regarded as one of themselves. This woman had
solid religious convictions that her husband — thereby giving me, without knowing it, the most
direct example — scrupulously respected, to the point of saying to her, at certain times when
Elisabeth’s influence seemed to him desirable, “Well, go and see Elisabeth; go and take your
bath of serenity!”He often came to talk to Elisabeth for hours; he knew her soul and admired and
loved it. Her death was for him and his wife a great grief, and he said to me at that unhappy time
these words, which struck me: “Elisabeth was at the summit of humanity.” That was the rationalist
version of her director’s phrase: “She was truly a saint.”Her holy example slowly won my



admirationThe priest is right: she is a saint. Since God has taken her to Himself, I am not alone in
praying to her, and it has been told to me in confidence that special graces are believed to have
been obtained by her intercession. I know of happy events that may be said to have been
brought about by her intervention; and indeed the evolution in my own mind and life bears
witness to her supernatural influence.I have already told how irritated I had been by the failure of
my campaign against her faith, and how obstinately I was bent upon controverting all her
religious opinions. But from 1908 my attitude was modified. When I saw how ill she was, and
how she endured with equanimity of temper a complaint that generally provokes much
hypochondria, impatience, and ill-humor,24 I was struck to see how her soul had so great a
command of itself and of her body; and knowing that she drew this tremendous strength from
her convictions, I ceased to attack them. In 1911, after her operation, my surprise was changed
to respect and, in 1912, on the occasion of a journey to Lourdes, to admiration. She had vowed
to thank the Blessed Virgin both for the success of her operation and for the cure of her sister
and of her young nephew.In Memoriam by Felix Leseur “My God, have pity on us, on
me!”(Elisabeth’s prayer during her suffering) By the time this volume appears, I shall have left the
world, and entered the novitiate of the Order of Friars Preachers. The evolution of my soul and of
my whole existence since the age of four and a half years will then have reached its logical
termination. It is always wonderful and impressive to contemplate the action of God’s grace, and
to see how sweet and strong — and at the same time how simple and human — are the means
He employs to guide a man to the path designed for him from the beginning. God alone acts,
utilizing and rewarding the prayers sent up, the sacrifices and sufferings accepted and
sometimes voluntarily sought and offered up for the conversion of a soul. He alone takes
possession of the soul and claims it for His service. My beloved wife, Elisabeth, prayed
incessantly for my return to the Faith and to the practice of religion; day by day for this intention
did she accept and offer up all her privations, sacrifices, trials, sufferings, and at the end, even
her death.1 But she did this secretly, for she never argued with me and never spoke to me of the
supernatural side of her life, save by her example. She carried out herself the advice that she
gave in her Journal: “Let us not think that by our personal action we can hasten the coming of
God’s Kingdom in souls. As soon as the divine hour has come, our efforts will be useless, or
rather they will only be an active prayer, an appeal to Him who transforms and saves.
Nevertheless, let us make this appeal to Him with the humble conviction that He alone will do
what must be done, and will bring life to the souls for which we act and pray.” I have, since her
death, learned to appreciate the eloquence and persuasive power of her silence. God heard the
constant prayer that it concealed and, when the sacrifice was fully accomplished, answered it
abundantly. In His infinite goodness, He allowed the silence to be broken after Elisabeth’s death,
so that she spoke to and instructed me in my innermost thoughts, as she would never have done
in life, and very often I might have exclaimed, “Being dead, she speaketh.” But above all, her
intercession, when it became more direct and more powerful, called forth our divine Lord’s grace
and mercy, so that He let my poor soul hear His voice. God has completed the conversion which



was begun in me by the shining influence of my holy companion, Elisabeth, and which was
determined by reading her writings, particularly her Journal and Thoughts, which I found after
her death and which are presented in this volume, along with a number of her other writings. The
genesis of these pages These pages were not written day by day, but, rather, when their author,
impelled by an inner compulsion, felt the need to pour out in secret the thoughts and emotions
that filled her heart. And although she gave one of her manuscripts the name of Journal, it is not
a journal in the true sense of the word. She wrote irregularly, often at long intervals; little is
related of the events of her life. Strictly speaking, Elisabeth’s Journal is the history of a soul,
noting the principal stages of its evolution, a kind of examination of conscience set down by
hand at odd moments. And as the author wrote for herself alone, this conscience disclosed itself
to God in all simplicity, truth, and freedom, without a thought of style or of composition. It will be
seen how absent is literary artifice from these pages, so perfect in form, so sublime in
inspiration, so devoid of effort and affectation. Just as her thoughts came to her she put them
down, as fast as her pen would write, in a flowing hand, with nothing added later and hardly a
word crossed out, showing no sign of effort, but only the impulse of the spirit. I did not suspect
the existence of this journal; it was revealed to me only after the writer’s death, by her sister to
whom she had given some passages from it in confidence — a single, happy, and providential
act of trust by which the manuscript was saved. The author, in her humble modesty, considering
that it had given her all the spiritual benefits she had expected from it, wished to burn it. Her
sister intervened again and again to dissuade her, and her affectionate insistence prevented the
destruction. “You are right,” she said to her sister one day. “When I am dead my dear husband
will read this, and it will explain many things to him!” The parts of this book I found the
manuscript of the Journal and saw that there was a long interval or gap in it. Begun on
September 11, 1899, it ended for the first time on August 11, 1906, filling one school copybook
bound in black. In a similar copybook it was suddenly resumed on October 19, 1911, to be
continued until January 9, 1914, when, in the writer’s last illness, and a few months before her
death, she could write no more. Therefore, from August 1906 to October 1911 there was a gap
of more than five years, all the more regrettable because those years were among the most
interesting of Elisabeth Leseur’s religious development. It was the period when her soul firmly
and definitely began to walk in the narrow way of sanctification where divine predestination was
leading it. However, Providence has permitted this gap to be filled in. In making further search, I
came upon a copybook called Book of Resolutions, which filled up this gap and slightly
overlapped the second part of the Journal, since it began in October, 1906, to end on July 18,
1912. And this was indeed, as I had supposed, the decisive time in an exceptionally edifying life;
this copybook is one of the most moving parts of the whole work, differing slightly from the
Journal in arrangement, but thoroughly in keeping with it; and its dates provide helpful points of
reference. The Daily Thoughts are entirely distinct from the Journal, although contained in one of
the same copybooks, preceding the Journal’s second part. They are detached fragments,
written down from day to day, when daily meditation or prayer might prompt them, and when the



writer judged them worth preserving. Some of them are more developed, even taking on a
certain hymn-like character, such as that which follows the unhappy date of April 13, 1905. But
most of the time they take the usual form of such thoughts: they are sometimes very short, often
more detailed, composed in a style that is forceful and concise. They send a ray of living and
unforgettable light into the recesses of the soul and spirit. Written during the same years as the
Journal, or, more exactly, during the first seven years, from 1899 to 1906, they underline,
develop, and complete it, and are its best commentary. I have added as an epilogue to
Elisabeth’s private writings the Spiritual Testament, which left me the last thoughts and final
advice of her whom I had just lost. I greatly hesitated before making public a document of so
intimate a nature, but I was strongly encouraged to do so, and I submitted to the arguments that
were put before me. And the Spiritual Testament is in fact the natural conclusion to her spiritual
diary; it shows what exquisite charity and surprising tenderness this holy soul carried to the
threshold of the tomb, and what were her constant spiritual preoccupations even to her death.
Thus, the Journal, the Book of Resolutions, the Daily Thoughts, and the Spiritual Testament
succeed each other in chronological order, and enlighten, explain, and complete each other.
The loftiness of inspiration grows, the approach to God is continuous, and certain passages,
such as those that end the Journal (July 16, 1913 and January 9, 1914), have a sound that is
already not of this earth. Finally, included here are a number of prayers and works of spiritual
guidance that Elisabeth wrote for friends and relatives who asked her for spiritual help. These
writings further reveal the secret of her goodness and how her holy example won souls for
Christ. Such is the manuscript; let us now see what its author was. Elisabeth sought holiness
while living in the world Renunciation, detachment, voluntary poverty, dislike of the world,
sacrifice and forgetfulness of self, acceptance of suffering, and utmost charity toward God and
neighbor are the theme of each one of these pages. A reader might well suppose them to be
written by a religious, or at least by a woman living apart in some voluntary retreat or exceptional
circumstances. The reader might indeed say, “This is certainly very beautiful and very admirable,
but almost too much for me. I could never find myself in a similar state of interior life; I could not
therefore follow so steep a way, nor profit by such an example. In the incidents and worries of
daily life how could one realize so lofty an ideal?” And in this the reader would be entirely
mistaken; for the writer was a woman of the world, living in the world and fulfilling superbly the
obligations of her state. Elisabeth Leseur was born on October 16, 1866 and was thirty-three
when she began to write her Journal in September, 1899; she was therefore still in the full bloom
of her youth. We liked at this time to have guests and to pay visits; we had made for ourselves a
very comfortable home; we led a varied existence, enriched by wonderful travels from which we
both derived great satisfaction. With a mind open to everything, remarkably quick and
penetrating, she rejoiced in everything beautiful in nature or in the genius of man. A very
cultivated woman, she had learned Latin, knew English, spoke and wrote Russian fluently, and
had begun to master Italian when illness struck her down in the last months of 1913. She knew
how to understand and appreciate art in every form — painting, sculpture, music, and literature;



and her travels in Spain, Italy, northern Africa, Greece, the East, Russia, and Germany had
made her taste very fine and true. Her conversation was lively, interesting, attractive, and
spirited, but always simple and modest, without ever making a show of her intellectual
superiority. She was thoroughly gay and took care to be so always; she even considered gaiety a
virtue. In her final years, she remembered gladly that St. Teresa of Avila2 (who, along with St.
Catherine of Siena,3was among her favorite saints and whose works were among her bedside
books) recommended her sisters to be always gay. Her lovely laughter rang out at every
opportunity, with its fresh, frank sound. Elisabeth was a warm friend to all Physically she was
very attractive, with ways and manners full of distinction, and a kindness that made her always
welcoming, smiling, and amiable, a perfect hostess — in short, the accomplished mistress of
her house. Being greatly drawn to young people, who repaid her affection fully, she had made
her home a center of warmth and gentility, as eagerly frequented as she was herself sought out.
But she put family affection before everything. The Journal and the Spiritual Testament show
sufficiently her intense affection for and devotion to those who belonged to her. If God had willed
her to have children — this was her great desire, and the privation was an inconsolable grief —
she would have proved herself a true Christian mother, as she showed in the maternal love she
bore her niece and nephews. These dear children loved her well in return, even while unable to
realize the full extent of their loss when she died. But she was also a rare friend, in whom might
be found a singular power of affection. This was very apparent in her last years. Her state of
health then necessitated great care. We went out hardly at all and entertained very little; she
paid no more visits and frequently spent the day stretched out in her invalid’s chair; yet visitors
flocked to her, and never perhaps was her company more sought out. I sometimes even dreaded
the fatigue that might result from all these long talks. She had become more and more a center
of attraction, and there is nothing more touching and consoling to me than to think of the anxious
sympathy that surrounded her in the last months of her life, and the vivid, tender remembrance
— a veritable cult — in which she is held by all those who knew her. Elisabeth hid her self-
mortifications When, in 1900, detachment from the world began to work little by little in her, and
when in 1906 the renunciation was complete, so that the practice of voluntary poverty was her
rule and worldly company a pain and mortification to her soul, she knew how to hide this so well
beneath her cheerfulness and smiles that no one was aware of it. Even I, who had been told, did
not always perceive or understand it, and I sometimes, even often, helped to make the
mortification more painful still. Elisabeth, therefore, living in the world, fulfilled every duty of her
state, and her example shows how it is possible, when one has the will and calls upon divine
grace, to live an intense spiritual life and to practice the highest evangelical virtues in the midst
of outward activity. Her religious upbringing was not exceptional But to reach that degree of
perfection,4 it is essential to have a profound faith and ardent charity, to be imbued with our
Lord’s teaching, and to realize fully the celebrated words of St. Paul: “It is not I that live, but Christ
who liveth in me.”5 Elisabeth had attained all these virtues. She was inspired by real religious
feeling, which she lived out concretely. All her moral being was rooted in God; and she applied to



the letter the apostolic precept “to reestablish all things in Christ”6 to the point that by the time
she died, her soul had already attained the divine courts of Heaven. From what source had she
derived a religious feeling so wonderfully rich? From her family or her education? Not especially.
She belonged to a bourgeois family like so many others. Her father, a good and distinguished
man, who had made himself eminent as a lawyer at the Paris bar, occupied himself little with
supernatural things. Her mother, a model of maternal devotion, performed her religious duties
without any exceptional fervor. Her sisters were thoroughly pious, without approaching what
Elisabeth herself became when her spiritual evolution had taken place; her brother still less.
Elisabeth received the Christian education of most young people of her social class, learned her
catechism and made her first Communion at the parish church, and received an excellent
course of instruction. Her childhood friends, in whom she met with most precious affection, were
in the same circumstances as her, with the same education, the same inclinations. Nothing of
this could explain what happened in her soul toward her thirtieth year. I sought to destroy her
Faith Can her marriage then explain it? Alas! I now come to a subject that is very grievous to me,
and full of pain and remorse. When I married, I was profoundly anti-religious. I had been brought
up in a thoroughly Catholic family by a father and mother who both practiced their religion, and I
had been instructed by distinguished priests. Leaving college, I became a medical student, and I
quickly lost my Christian belief. The materialistic influences around me, assisted by my own
passions, carried me on to paganism and atheism. The history of religion always interested me,
and I searched polemics for weapons against this Catholicism, this Christianity even, that I had
learned to detest. I therefore primed myself exclusively with the works of the Church’s
adversaries and of the modernists: Strauss,7 Havet,8 Renan,9 Réville,10 Harnack,11 and
Loisy,12 among others. I collected for myself an extensive library of Protestant and rationalist
writings. I have since been able to judge of the poverty of their arguments, their profound
ignorance of Catholicism, the misery and emptiness of their so-called histories and decadent
philosophies; but at that time I was infatuated with their systems. In marrying, I undertook to
respect my wife’s Faith and to let her practice it freely. But I rapidly grew to tolerate only with
impatience convictions that were other than my negations; and as religious neutrality is as much
of an illusion in private relationships as in public institutions, I made Elisabeth the object of my
retrogressive proselytizing. I set myself to attack her Faith, to deprive her of it, and — may God
pardon me! — I nearly succeeded. During 1897 I managed, by a course of reading and much
pressure brought to bear on her, to dissuade her from the practice of her religious duties,
seriously to upset her faith, and to lead her in the direction of liberal Protestantism — which to
my mind was only a stage on the way to radical agnosticism. I therefore put into her hands
Ernest Renan’s History of the Origins of Christianity;13 but, thanks to Divine Providence, the
very work that I thought would accomplish my hateful object brought about its ruin. Elisabeth
with her unusual intelligence possessed the even rarer gifts of a sane and steady judgment and
uncommon good sense. She was not deceived by the glamour of the form of this book, but was
struck by the poverty of its substance. The perpetual shifting, the doubtful and frequently



contradictory hypotheses, and the lack of sincerity that abound in this work deeply troubled her.
She felt herself approach the abyss, and sprang backward, and from then on she devoted
herself to her own religious instruction. Elisabeth’s studies reinforced her Faith She had always
been a great reader and loved books as much as I did; I possessed many, even too many, and
now she wished to have her own. To counterbalance my anti-Christian library, she gathered
together one composed of the works of the great masters of Catholic thought: Fathers, Doctors,
mystics, St. Jerome,14 St. Thomas Aquinas,15 St. Francis de Sales,16 St. Teresa of Avila, and
many more. Above all she read and reread the New Testament, the Gospels, the Acts, the
Epistles; she never passed a day without meditating upon some passage from it. She thus
acquired a reasoned and substantial faith. Knowing the opposing arguments, possessing her
own replies to them, and strengthening perpetually the foundations of her belief, by the grace of
God she established her faith indestructibly, made it impervious to attack, and was soon able to
direct well-aimed thrusts at anyone who might seek to assail it again. Elisabeth’s spiritual
isolation caused her great suffering All this labor, which lasted for many years, she performed
alone — entirely alone. Her surroundings provided nothing but opposition. My most intimate
friends, however good and devoted, were either indifferent or frankly hostile to religion. At that
time I was engaged in foreign and colonial politics; I was writing; and I was contributing to
important daily papers of the Left or anti-clerical party. We ordinarily socialized with politicians,
publicists, journalists, physicians, university men, scholars, men of letters, musicians,
playwrights, and artists; and it is not among these, as a rule, that the Church finds her defenders.
For my part I felt a smothered irritation at seeing my effort collapse on the verge of
accomplishment, and I redoubled my use of criticism, polemics, and raillery. It was I who did so
much to enclose my unfortunate Elisabeth in that spiritual solitude of which she so often
complains in her Journal and which caused her so much pain; and this is now the great regret of
my existence. This was how things stood until 1903, when she was asked to be the godmother
of a grown-up friend who had been converted and sought the grace of Baptism. Elisabeth
agreed, and by Divine Providence it was at this ceremony that she met the Dominican who was
to become her director and spiritual guide, a priest of wise counsel who greatly helped her with
his knowledge and experience. She repaid him in the end, for he has told me since her death
that it was often the penitent who edified the confessor. He had tremendous admiration for her.
“She was truly a saint,” he used to say to me with great feeling. Elisabeth has noted briefly, but
vividly, in her Journal (October 19, 1911) the history of this crisis in her soul. At the end of it her
faith was a new thing, unassailable, unshakable, and radiant, opening henceforth to her the way
to the sanctification in which she was so marvelously to progress. Her ascension to God had
begun. Elisabeth endured great bodily sufferings And this faith “that could move mountains”17
had been set by God upon the firmest rock of all — that is, upon suffering. First there was the
suffering of her body. Elisabeth’s life was one long illness. Ever since her infancy, she had
suffered from a liver complaint, which became her perpetual and increasing affliction. During her
adolescence, an attack of typhoid fever endangered her life. Later, in 1889, barely a month after



our marriage, she nearly succumbed to a very grave complaint.18 We were in the country, and it
needed all the enlightened and devoted care that she received to save her. Since she was
obliged to stay in bed for eight months, she was brought back in an ambulance to Paris, and
lying on a stretcher, she made her first entry into the home we had furnished with so much
pleasure during our engagement. From this complaint she never entirely recovered. For some
years, she could come and go without any apparent discomfort, and she could take without too
much difficulty the long journeys of which I have spoken; but her illness followed her always and
everywhere, although known only to her immediate family and to me. Providence lightened her
burden to allow her those expeditions in the country or abroad, some of which, as will be seen in
her Journal, had a determining influence on her interior life. But this infirmity was inevitably
telling upon her health and was partly responsible for the illnesses that developed in the last
years of her life. Up until 1908 she was able to lead an apparently normal existence — without,
however, being entirely spared, for in 1895 a serious carriage accident again put her life in peril
for two months. But on the whole, she lived more or less like everyone else, and the friends
whom she received or who received her, seeing her so active, alive, and spirited, never
suspected how heavy a cross she carried in secret. From April, 1908, attacks of liver trouble,
violent and disquieting, compelled her to modify her way of life, to reorganize it on lines of
repose and to spend long hours in an invalid’s chair. In 1911 a grave operation was
performed,19 to which she refers in her Book of Resolutions (March 17, April 9, and June 8,
1911) and from which her recovery was hampered by painful complications. In 1912 and the
beginning of 1913 she suffered frequently from exhaustion, and her life became more and more
sedentary. Apart from regular visits to her mother, summer excursions to our corner of Jougne, in
the Doubs country, and some fine expeditions by motor car that she owed to the devoted
affection of one of our best friends, she remained mostly at home in bed, obliged to take every
possible precaution. Finally, at the beginning of July 1913, she was struck down by her last
illness,20 a terrible malady with its alternations of alleviation and atrocious suffering, which for
ten months was her Calvary, until the end came, when she was forty-eight years old, on May 3,
1914. Her Journal shows throughout how Elisabeth endured these terrible afflictions — with the
most admirable resignation, sweetness, and patience imaginable. She gave wonderful testimony
of a strong soul, the absolute mistress of its body; she showed the power of complete
abandonment to God’s will, what strength a human being can draw from Him, and what a fine
example the practice of the highest of Christian virtues can give to others. She never
complained, remained smiling in the midst of the worst torments, comforted those around her,
and looked to the Eucharist, and to prayer and self-sacrifice, for the support she needed. During
the last months, when she sometimes suffered a martyrdom of pain, she contented herself,
while the crisis lasted, with repeating in a gentle plaintive voice, which went to the bottom of
one’s heart and which I can only recall with the most poignant emotion, “My God, have pity on
us, on me!” — even now naming herself last. And then, when the crisis had passed, she would
become once more smiling and valiant. All who came marveled at her, and — a significant fact



— it was from 1908, when exterior activity became more and more impossible for her, that she
exercised the greatest influence on those around her, that her room was most frequented by
people who came to her for moral guidance. It was from her invalid’s chair that she directed the
greatest number of souls, and became the source of the extraordinary spiritual radiance that
shone from her in her last years. When I think that I was foolish and criminal enough to attempt
to destroy the lever that was to carry her so high and uphold her so powerfully! To what a Hell
would I have reduced her and condemned myself at the same stroke! Elisabeth experienced
great mental sufferings Besides the sufferings of her body, Elisabeth had great grief of heart.
Quite early Elisabeth had known the sorrow of losing those she loved. In 1887 her youngest
sister, who also was an exceptionally gifted child, died quite suddenly at the age of twelve.
Elisabeth was twenty-one, and this blow — which was her first encounter with irrevocable loss
— affected her cruelly and left an ineffaceable impression. Two years later, at the end of
December, 1889, her father died after only three days’ illness of the influenza that was then
claiming many victims, and his death occurred in circumstances particularly cruel for poor
Elisabeth. She had just been brought to Paris, as I have already described, condemned to her
bed for many more months. She could not go and kiss for the last time her unfortunate father,
whom she had seen full of life but a few days before. One can imagine what this separation must
have cost her. The only consolation — and of what a kind! — that could be afforded her was to
arrange for the funeral procession to alter its course between the church and the cemetery and
pass beneath the windows of our apartment. Thus Elisabeth, carried on an invalid’s chair into the
drawing room, saw her father’s coffin pass, and saluted it with her tears and prayers. In May
1901, her brother Pierre’s eldest son, Roger, a very lovable and intelligent child of seven, was
fatally struck down by a violent illness. Elisabeth, who loved him very much, was deeply grieved,
and suffered, too, for the pain of the unhappy parents. Finally, on April 13, 1905, she lost her
second sister, aged thirty-two, after a long and terrible illness.21 She was a woman of exquisite
character, for whom Elisabeth had a half-maternal affection, and who was the confidant of her
soul. The Journal will show how deeply this blow struck her. Elisabeth commemorated the life
and death of this dearly beloved sister in a volume written for her mother and her family, and
distributed outside to none but a few friends and religious communities. It is called A Soul:
Memories qRecalled by a Sister and appeared in 1906.22 It betrays intense feeling, and certain
pages, such as that in which her sister’s death is described, are extremely poignant, and their
beauty presages that of the Journal I now publish. After this heartrending event, of which the
wound never healed, Elisabeth had more to undergo: the loss of very dear friends, the serious
illness of her last sister, an accident in 1912 to her youngest nephew’s hand, which nearly
resulted in the amputation of his arm, and her mother’s increasingly precarious health. All these
added their pain to that which already weighed so heavily on her stricken heart. Elisabeth
experienced profound spiritual suffering And finally, after these sufferings of body and mind,
there were those of her soul. Elisabeth lived in an isolation of thought that was very painful to her.
The Journal will show how the atmosphere of hostility to her Faith that surrounded her, and the



necessity of hiding all the riches of her religious development, lacerated her spirit. Alas, for that I
am principally responsible, and since I have understood this, it has been my constant grief. I
suffer in my turn, and I can only implore my dear Elisabeth to pardon me and to prove her pardon
by asking God to inspire me with her ardent faith, some of her great Christian virtues, and the
self-giving and self-sacrifice she practiced. We can see, therefore, that Elisabeth led a life of
suffering. She knew it in all its aspects, better than anyone else, and she knew how to accept it,
to offer it to God, and to transform it so that she might apply its merits for the good of the souls
she loved and of every soul. This higher use of suffering is the chief thing her life teaches. How
she understood and practiced it is shown in the following admirable letter, the owner of which
has kindly sent it to me. It is written to the wife of one of our friends, a man of great intelligence
and high character, active and Christian, who devoted any spare time allowed him by his
profession to the defense of Catholicism and to charitable works. He was on the verge of the
worst misfortune that could befall him, the loss of his sight.23 Elisabeth was much moved to
learn to what danger this friend was exposed, and she wrote thus to his wife: October 27, 1911
Dear Friend, I learn from my sister that your husband has been troubled with bad health this
summer, which has perhaps been an even greater trial for you than for him, for the sufferings of
those we love are harder to endure than our own. I want to send you all my sympathy and my
most affectionate wishes for his complete and quick recovery. I know what illness is and can
guess what sacrifice it must entail for an active man accustomed to spend his energy freely; but I
know also all that suffering means, the fine and mysterious power it possesses, what it obtains
and what it accomplishes. After all, our activity (a duty we owe to God and to others) is of little
importance and is exercised only when Providence wishes to make use of it. And so when
Providence prefers to work by means of suffering I think we should not complain too much, for
we can then be sure that the work will be well done and not mixed up with all the misery of
egotism and pride that sometimes spoils so much of our outward activity. I know by experience
that in hours of trial certain graces are obtained for others, which all our efforts had not hitherto
obtained. I have thus come to the conclusion that suffering is the higher form of action, the
highest expression of the wonderful Communion of Saints, and that in suffering one is sure not
to make mistakes (as in action sometimes) — sure, too, to be useful to others and to the great
causes that one longs to serve. All this does not mean that I would not be very happy to see your
husband resume his active career; it only means that I am persuaded of the good he now
performs in the active and truly fruitful passivity of illness. You will permit and he will pardon this
friendly “sermon” from one who has experienced what she speaks of, who has seen Providence
gradually withdraw from her every form of activity, leaving her nothing but apparent inertia, and
who feels that she never did more for God than on the day when to ignorant eyes she did
nothing. If someday I can get about again, I will do so; but tell your dear husband again and
again that neither of us are now wasting our time. This winter I shall still be condemned to all
kinds of precautions. After my grave operation in April, I had in September serious trouble with
an arm, which has much shaken me. You will therefore excuse my illegible writing. Since writing



is a form of activity, God has wished it to be a little difficult for me. I am, you see, destined to be a
spiritual idler. Once more, dear friend, forgive me for this letter, on account of our friendship. Our
best remembrances to you and your husband, and my heartfelt embrace for you. My warmest
thanks are due to the owners of this letter for allowing me to reproduce the whole of it. Apart
from its beauty, it contains the ruling thought that the whole Journal so finely develops. Elisabeth
grew in charity Elisabeth’s faith was then confirmed and deepened by suffering, and she
increased in charity. Charity was the chief force of her religious life. First, there was the love of
God, and this love streams and overflows in her writings, as it filled her daily life. And then there
was the love of her neighbor. Elisabeth never thought of herself; she sacrificed herself
incessantly for others, as I saw and admired without understanding, for the motive escaped me,
and I even often charged her with exaggeration. The good she did in lavishing her money, time,
and energy on those around her is unimaginable. She took naturally to good works; she even
tried to institute a place where solitary girl-workers, exposed to all the dangerous chances of life
in Paris, might obtain food, lodging, and companionship in the best and most economical
conditions. She took a house in a nearby suburb, fitted it up, and received boarders. She exacted
a small monthly payment from them, rightly holding that their cooperation was desirable.
Religion was the foundation of the work, but all the opinions of the boarders were scrupulously
respected; and religion was to be preached only by example and by the atmosphere of the
house. Unfortunately, Elisabeth was badly supported; she failed in her attempt and, after some
years, was obliged to bring the work to an end with heavy monetary loss, which was, however,
largely allowed for in her original calculations. She then resolved to devote all her zeal and
efforts to some existing work that had given proof of its vitality and usefulness. After a number of
experiments, her choice fell on the popular Catholic Union, which is concerned chiefly with
poverty-stricken families of the St.-Denis plain — an admirable work, superintended very
competently by an excellent woman who has given to it her whole heart, mind, time, and
considerable fortune, under the higher direction, if I am not mistaken, of Monsignor Gibergues.
She and Elisabeth were in quick and close sympathy. Elisabeth recognized the extreme
usefulness of the work; she gave herself entirely to it. And when her ill-health prevented her from
visiting, she assumed the duties of secretary, which she performed with her habitual exactitude
and care until the end of 1913, when her last illness confined her to her bed. But these works
were only a slight manifestation of her overflowing charity. It was over certain hidden troubles
and especially over souls, that she showered the greatest part of her charity. Misfortunes she
alleviated to her utmost, both materially and morally; toward souls she inclined with the most
ardent desire to bring them fraternal help in Jesus Christ. This exquisite charity was in a way
even physically perceptible. It brightened and transfigured her frank, kind welcome, through
which one could see, as through a sheer veil, the beauty of her interior being, and whose
surprising charm was so strongly felt by all who approached her that one of her friends once
cried, “Elisabeth! One can see her soul in her face!” There was no sadness she did not share, no
wound she did not tend, no wish she failed to understand, no call to which she did not respond.



The words of St. Vincent de Paul might be perfectly applied to her: “You bring souls to God by
your sweetness, by your compassion for their errors, and by the feeling that makes you share
their misfortunes.” Elisabeth cultivated tender respect for others She had the most delicate
understanding of souls, and, as she says herself, was called to apostolic work, which she
practiced by example, by the confidence she inspired, and by the disinterested gift of herself.
She had the greatest respect for the views of others, and would not on any account allow herself
to criticize them. This was the experience of her most intimate friend who came often to keep her
company. Elisabeth and she were completely divided as to belief and practice; but their loyalty to
one another, their mutual reliance, their high characters, and their affinity of mind and tastes had
united them like sisters. And this friend said to me of her after her death, “Elisabeth had in recent
years a profound influence on me and my ideas; and this was unknown to herself, for she never
attempted to convert me or even to approach the question of religion. But what I saw of her was
so beautiful!” And I can give another example of this tolerance (apart from the Journal, where
such examples abound) in a passage from a letter written in June 1904, in which she showed
me her affection in the most touching words, and added: Thank you for everything, and above all
for being yourself. And forgive me for being myself — that is, someone who of herself is not
worth much and who is a little improved only by the influence of accepted suffering — accepted,
thanks to a help and a force greater than her own. You must therefore be indulgent to convictions
that time and God have made very profound, thanks to which I have been saved from becoming
an irritable and egotistical being. You may be sure that these convictions will never trouble you or
others — and it is so good to introduce a little infinity and eternity into a love such as I bear you,
and into a life that has been darkened and deprived of so many things by the trials you know of!
She practiced kindness Besides having this respect for others, Elisabeth was extremely kind.
She never allowed herself to pass harsh judgment on others. She had a horror of malevolent
criticism, slander, talebearers, and drawing-room gossip. Someone once spoke in Elisabeth’s
presence about a woman of whom it was alleged that her good conduct could not be relied
upon. “Why do you say so?” she asked. “You cannot know; one is never certain of those things.”
“Oh, but the facts are notorious and utterly proven!” she was told. “In that case, we still should
not speak of them,” she said. In this exchange one has the perfect portrait of her. People came to
her with confidence, appreciating her delicacy, her refined sympathy, the sweetness of her
devotion, knowing that she loved them for their souls and for God without a single personal
motive; and she, who merited so well their attachment, applied herself with infinite pains to direct
them to the higher life. One day her youngest sister, passing Elisabeth her daybook, asked her to
write a motto in it. Elisabeth meditated, took the book, and wrote on the endpaper: “Every soul
that uplifts itself uplifts the world.” In that profound thought she defined herself. She influenced
many souls She did indeed uplift all who surrounded or approached her, and it was a strange
thing to see this woman, so modest, so humble of heart, condemned to practical immobility,
shedding around her far and wide the light of her great influence. As regards her relations and
friends, this could be understood, but her influence spread itself to people she did not know,



who had merely heard of her and of what she was, who came to confide in her and to solicit her
comfort. During the unhappy days after her death, before her burial, while she still lay on her bed
with a calm expression and a truly supernatural beauty, the last reflection of the soul that had
animated and transfigured that body, there was an uninterrupted procession at her bedside.
People came to pray near her, to bring her a last token of affection, and I thus saw in my home
numbers of people whom I did not know, whom I had never seen before and have never seen
since, and who gave free vent to their sincere and touching grief. A great many people attended
her funeral. They expressed such real and unanimous emotion and gave witness to such an
uncommon distress that the clergy assisting at the service were utterly astonished. They made
inquiries, and their questions were at once reported to me: “But who was this woman? We have
never seen such a funeral before!” I have since come to understand the radiance shed by this
soul so full of God, in reading letters of hers written to many people, most of whom have been
willing to confide them to me. They can be counted by the hundreds and are admirable both in
form and substance. They are addressed to correspondents of widely different circumstances,
outlooks, and natures: provincial nuns, Jewish friends, atheist university men, and many others,
most often to those of weak and unsteady will, bruised and broken hearts, or tormented and
scrupulous souls. To all she spoke in appropriate language, lofty and precise. Often they are
veritable letters of direction, for that was the role that, almost in spite of herself, she had been led
to play by her faith, her charity, her Christian virtue, her dearly bought experience, and her
surprising rectitude of judgment. She had become a director of souls. Her correspondence with
the nun who was the friend and confidant of her heart is full of enlightened and prudent counsel;
and it was Elisabeth, living in the world, who guided the nun in spiritual ways. Elisabeth wrote a
great deal; she has left numerous manuscripts, small works, meditations, and correspondence,
some of which are included in this volume, whose singular beauty and elevation perpetuate her
loving apostolic work. God had thus granted to her struggles and suffering their significance and
their recompense. He had made of Elisabeth an elect being who spread divine light all about her
and made it loved. Even those whose beliefs were opposed to hers came under this gentle
influence. My friends who were indifferent or even irreligious nevertheless had a special respect
for her and her convictions. In their affectionate sympathy, they abstained with great care from
anything that could cause her the least pain, and gradually, moved by the beauty of her soul,
came to admire her sincerely. I received proof of this. One of Elisabeth’s friends, whom she loved
deeply, although this friend shared none of her religious or philosophical ideas, but who is a
noble-hearted woman of rare intellectual and moral powers, and the directress of one of the
large Paris schools, wrote me a letter from which I extract the following passage: “Since these
grave events that have beset our land, I have often thought what she would have done and what
she would have been in such circumstances to all who loved her. Living — in spite of our very
different lives — and dead, Elisabeth was one of my friends toward whom my thoughts turned
and still turn most often. Some beings are a light toward which all turn who need light to live by!”
What a testimony! And it is confirmed, among so many like it, by a testimony from one of our



friends whom we considered, and whom I still consider, as a brother, whose faith was as
opposed as possible to Elisabeth’s. He is one of the leaders of higher education, a celebrated
biologist, and one of the foremost atheist philosophers; but he is also goodness itself and the
personification of affection and devotion. He married a charming woman, brought up with
Elisabeth and her sisters, whom Elisabeth regarded as one of themselves. This woman had
solid religious convictions that her husband — thereby giving me, without knowing it, the most
direct example — scrupulously respected, to the point of saying to her, at certain times when
Elisabeth’s influence seemed to him desirable, “Well, go and see Elisabeth; go and take your
bath of serenity!” He often came to talk to Elisabeth for hours; he knew her soul and admired and
loved it. Her death was for him and his wife a great grief, and he said to me at that unhappy time
these words, which struck me: “Elisabeth was at the summit of humanity.” That was the rationalist
version of her director’s phrase: “She was truly a saint.” Her holy example slowly won my
admiration The priest is right: she is a saint. Since God has taken her to Himself, I am not alone
in praying to her, and it has been told to me in confidence that special graces are believed to
have been obtained by her intercession. I know of happy events that may be said to have been
brought about by her intervention; and indeed the evolution in my own mind and life bears
witness to her supernatural influence. I have already told how irritated I had been by the failure of
my campaign against her faith, and how obstinately I was bent upon controverting all her
religious opinions. But from 1908 my attitude was modified. When I saw how ill she was, and
how she endured with equanimity of temper a complaint that generally provokes much
hypochondria, impatience, and ill-humor,24 I was struck to see how her soul had so great a
command of itself and of her body; and knowing that she drew this tremendous strength from
her convictions, I ceased to attack them. In 1911, after her operation, my surprise was changed
to respect and, in 1912, on the occasion of a journey to Lourdes, to admiration. She had vowed
to thank the Blessed Virgin both for the success of her operation and for the cure of her sister
and of her young nephew.
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sas, “EXCELLENT......Can't put it down.. Amazing life of love and true gift of self to God and to
those Elisabeth loved... I love this book.. I have read it once, but decided to read it again.. The
second time around has even caught my deeper attention stronger than the first time I read it..I
am so amazed at what deep love and faith Elisabeth Leseur grew into as she continued her
prayers and asking God for greater faith, love and humility.Her writings have given me greater
courage to act upon my own faith, and trust deeper in God for all that I think I need, and what I
truly need as He knows it. Also, to rely on Him for my future regardless of how it turns out.I've
discovered even more deeply, by reading this book, that God is truly faithful and when things
don't go the way I think they should go, that I can trust that it is His divine Will, and I can relax in
peace knowing that.If someone is longing for a deeper faith journey, I strongly recommend this
book.If someone is an atheist or agnostic, I strongly encourage them to read this book. And let
God draw them to Himself as He so longs to do.A+++++ rating... PERFECT SCORE!!!I will
recommend it to anyone...in fact, I bought a copy for one of my daughters and will for others
too.A fabulous story... a great message of faith, hope, love,  and trust in God....BUY IT TODAY!!!!”

Terra Incognito, “at the heart of Christianity. I am halway throught brousing the main sections of
the book. It is easy to dip in and out of the various sections, because the heart of the matter is
simple but profound - staying close to the heart of Jesus- forgivness, repentence, salvation.
Easy to read because it is down to earth yet mystical because as with all truth that is about the
ultimate reality - GOD, it expands outward to infinity, beyond simple logic. Just as Jesus can both
be our judge and our savior, thus forgivness and justice, redemption and conversion exist
together in a unity. An amazing story of how an ordinary woman becomes extraordinary while
following the message of Jesus of how to live our lives by seeking truth, in her case studying as
much as she can in order to be READY when it comes time to witness truth to those who need
the intelectual approach, by following the way - in terms of ministering to those in need, and by
living the LIFE, forgiving her atheist husband and seeking every opportunity to BE a Christian to
him. very very inspiring.I especially like the organization of the book, which follows the author's
own approach. So the subject is approached as a journal, as a series of tasks to do, and other
goal oriented processes.recommend very highly. appeals to the both the mystic and the modern
mind, in my humble opinion.”

Daisy Valdizon, “Perfect Condition. The book arrived earlier than I expected which is good. It is
also bigger than I expected and in perfect condition. There are no scratches, tears, and writing. I
am excited to read this book and learn about the story of St. Elisabeth Leseur. As well, my
package arrived with another book that I purchased. I thought the other book would arrive
separately but they came together. Overall, I am happy with the service.”

E. Janiszewski, “A Book you don't want to put down. I had been introduced to this book under the



title "My Spirit Rejoices", but in reprinting the book, they changed the title. The book was well
written by the Victorian woman who was married to an Atheist of high society. She had grace
and faith to get through it and help lead her husband to become a new and better person. I have
re-read a few times and purchased this new title book to give to a close friend. She also has
been quite impressed by her story.”

Patricia J. Wooten Porter, “This book comes highly recommended to read!!!. This book sounds
so very interesting!!!! It comes very highly recommended to read. A MUST READ!!!!”

Elaine Perricone, “living a life of love. This was not just her diary, but included other of her
writings as well. I liked particularly the letters she wrote to her niece and nephew, encouraging
them as they grow up to find meaning, hope and joy in the Christian life. Especially touching was
the prologue written by Elisabeth's husband. The book reveals a strong, Christ centered woman
who gives meaning to her sufferings, whether they be physical, mental or spiritual, by offering
them spiritually for the good of those she loved. Her reflections regarding the virtue of humility
are refreshing to read in our current age of personal primacy. The book is easy to read, a
woman speaking from her heart.I have recommended this book to my book club.”

kristina, “Elisabeth Leseur: A life rich in Transforming Love. An autobiographical treasure that
reveals a life lived so sweet and simply for the goodness and benefit of others that literally
changed lives through the sacrifices and sufferings which Elizabeth Leseur offered up. Her
practical admonitions are simple but certainly require Grace to be lived out!The prologue by her
spouse is as much a treasure to read as her own work. It is a true life story that paints a picture
of love lived out to the fullest!”

M. Akers, “I have a new best friend and I'm reading her diary.. I can not say enough good things
about this book. Elizabeth seems like the woman friend that I've never had. She's a real person,
with all the faults and foibles that come with that condition, yet she manages to become a truly
great example of what it means to live as a Christian. Can't wait to get to heaven (with the help
of this book) so I can meet the author in person!”

John Nuttall, “Spiritually uplifting. Since Christianity is getting a bashing from rationalists and
aggressive atheism - learn how an atheist became a Christian and then a Catholic priest
because of his wife's secret diary. it is a moving account of faith in the most unlikely
circumstances. You will be uplifted!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Wow wow wow”

Lou, “Inspiring. This is one of the most inspiring books I’ve read in a long time. A testament to the
power of love.”



Ebook Library Reader, “exactly what was expected. GREAT SPIRITUAL READING”

Wendy Velez, “Great for Spiritual growth. The shipping was perfect and I really enjoyed this book
learned so many new things.”

The book by Ben Waber has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 180 people have provided feedback.
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